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Gentlemen : I have this moment received
entirely destitute of all public feeling and Ithey, for that reason, oppose a measure which chy, and established dictatorial power in his
should recommend, simply because he own person. And what happened next? your note, and wish I had more time to anknowledge, as to be on that account unfit for he
1
Jil^r M
PUBLISHED BT
it, though it were manifestly Another soldier overthrew the dictatorship, swer it. As I am siiré Mr« Clay never wrote
office. If he appoint friend or foe, it is sure recommended
i
to the publication ot which he
let
to be wrong. How such patronage could be wise and fit in itself? That would be fac- and restored the monarchy. The sword me a letter
________
JAMES K. REMICH,
It would be inconsistent with the effected both. Cromwell made one revolu would objett on any political ground, I send
deemed a source of power, especially of un- tious.
1
F eathD;
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
doctrine of the Constitution. We do tion, and Monk another ; and what did the you that letter, which I never have kept a
due power, endangering the fair working of sound
<
come here to carry through the meas People of England gain by it ? Nothing abso secret, and to which you allude.
the Constitution, he could not understand, not
i
YourS, &c.
of the Executive, as the majority of the lutely nothing. The rights and liberties of
The power of appointment must be deposit- ures
i
at
on the Retrenchment Resolutions. ed
FRANCIS T. BROOKE.
somewhere. If any one can show that, as House of Commons carry through the meas Englishmen as they now exist, were settled
Messrs. Pleasant & Smith.
of the Ministry. Neither do we come and established at the revolution in 1688.
now deposited, it is likely to do injury, and ures
i
[COLLUDED.]
to carry on a regular opposition. We Now mark the difference. By whom was
that it can with greater safety be placed here
1
___ power
4_____ ourselves
__ ____ __ to
_ originate
____ plans
f____ that revolution begun and conducted ? Was
WASHINGTON, 28th Jan. 1825.
full
]
<'0,
Some particular instances have been more elsewhere, he, for one, would willingly con- have
My dear Sir : My position in regard to the
cur in the change. The condition of public for
1 the public gCod, and we ought to adopt it by soldiers—by military genius—by the
I i----- Iess alluded to in the debate. Among the
’
‘
_____
t
.
’
sword
?
No.
It
was
the
work
of
statesmen
Presidential
contest is highly ciitical, ard
recommendations and views of the Ex
1
jSt was the mission to England. It was men in this country—there is no danger, in the
when they appear to us conducive to and of eminent lawyers ; never distinguished such as to leave me no path on which I can
<
i/R PTTRT Tft imrflid the Minister had returned re infecta, and saying this, of extinguishing ambition in the ecutive
for military exploits. The faculty niay have move without censure. I have perstied, in
same end.
, ,
c
VAlLj; course it must have been meant that there heart of man—was far, very far from envia- the
t
It would, indeed, be an extraordinary an existed—the domrant faculty. That is what regard to it, the rule which I always observe
’S in Boston; EarfyE 'as aUtbe expense of the mission without any ble. He who enters into this carëer, with
if a majority of Congress could turn no one can affirm, and no one can deny. But in the discharge of my public duty. 1 have
<
Always Happy • rirrespond ent benefit. What was the fact ? the purpose of devoting himself to the public omaly,
or drive out, a President, during the pe it would have been thought a very absurd interrogated my conscience aS to what I
<
eatly—Rising Sun • Jhe hand of sickness had fallen upon the Min- service, takes a vow of perpetual poverty—a out,
arge assortment of (Ver, as it may upon airy of us—it may now vow, too, which he will be obliged to keep. riod for which he is elected. Safar was this and extravagant thing to propose, that one ought to do, ahd that faithful guide tells me
being the case, that the Government of those eminent statesmen and lawyers, in that I ought to vote for Mr. Adams. I shall
:
ly published.
e upon some of us—and incapacitated him to Circumstances will extort from him its ob- from
>y
erform the duty. Can this be matter of servance, without any extraordinary effort would work just as well if we could not tell reliance upon this possible dormant faculty, fulfil its injunctions. Mr. Crawford’s state
in this House, was for, and who against, should be sent afterwards, instead of the of health, and the circumstances unueV
of virtue on his part to keep it. Unless he who,
■
Explained. He ex- has a private fortune to support him, this the
Administration. Mr. Pitt, it has been Duke of Marlborough, to command the En which he presents himself in the House, ap
1
by the gentleman from Virginia, over glish forces ©it the Continent. These, then, pear to me to be conclusive against him. As
<
--------- —-L^ressed his deep regret for that gentleman, must bu his doom. There are lamentable in- said
or triumphed over, the Constitution, are the fruits of civil wisdom, which Eng a friend of liberty and to thè permanane© of
1
>--------------------- tn
K-ing] and declared that the words did stances in our history to prove it. With threw
I maintaining his post against a majority of land had not gained under Cromwell, nor by our institutions, l'cànnot consent in this early .
y
-1 W vUf(jt import any reflection upon him, nor at- poverty, he must be prepared to bear re- by
House—that is, the Constitution as it was the aid of Monk—and there they flourish stage of their existence» by contributing to
proach. If he attain to an elevated station, the
1
vn CI CIT V n„.ch any blame to him.]
in practice before that time : for, still, as they grew out of the revolution in the election of a military chieftain, to give,
i
A 1) bA V E ft Mi\ SERGEANT proceeded. 1 hey were he is immediately an object of envy, for that understood
the strongest guaranty that this Republic
i theory, such was not the Constitution, 1688, planted by the hands of statesmen.
so understood. He was sure that the which, after all, is not enviable. In times of in
In this humble plea for civil qualification, will march in the fatal road which has con
of England. But what followed? Mr.
<
ww*Wntleman from Virginia did not mean to strong excitement, of party excitement par- even
ttrcn, 1, 1828.
Ly one unkind or reproachful word of Mr. ticularly, he must be judged by men who, Pitt dissolved the Parliament, and threw let me advert to another, and greater, and, ducted every other Republic to ruin. I owe
to us, much more interesting transaction.
our friendship this frank exposition of my
AQQnf>fföirm7?^iDg. The allusion to the unproductiveness though they believe themselves just, and himself upon the nation for support. The Who achieved the freedom and indepen to
intentions. I am and shall continue to be as
AbbUh 11UEN1 OP - the mission had come from.another quar- may be really disposed to be just, yet can People approved his measures ; gave him a
dence
of
this,
our
country
?
—
Washington
ef

sailed by all the abuse which partisan zeal»
Kli’lC
and he (Mr. S.) had adopted the phrase not be just, because they are under the majority in Parliament: and thenceforth, I
3 ll iO Mofted by the gentleman from Virginia, (Mr. dominion of passion. He must be judged suppose, according to theory and practice fected much in the field; but where were malignity and rivalry can invent. I. shall
the
Franklins,
the
Adamses,
the
Hancocks,
view without emotion these effusions of mal
\andolph.) It was his (Mr. S’s) object, to by party opponents in the heat of angry both, he was rightfully a Minister. As far
the Jeffersons, and the Lees—the band of
and remaih unshaken in my purpose«,
'•e.ceived and for soluxow, that no one was to blame for the issue, contest. It becomes us, then, in the dis as our institutions will permit, something of sages and patriots whose memory we revere? ice,
What is a public man worth if he will not ex
RniwwiiAther he who undertook, the mission, nor charge of the functions belonging to us by the same sort may happen here. Not that They were assembled in council. The heart pose
himself on fit occasions for the good of
uAÄiüH S
wbp appointed him. Of that eminent the Constitution, not to indulge too readily in the People of this country will choose a Con
the Revolution was in the Hall of Con his country ?
ian, all know something; but few of us, suspicion and misconstruction of a co-ordin gress for or against the President: that is not of
As to the result Of the election I cannot,
the issue. There is an appeal now pending gress. There was tho power which, begin
know the full extent and measure ate branch of the Government.
pnrlln
?'Aiis services to his country. He confessed
Parties exist in this House, and in the before the People : it is still pending, how ning with appeals to the King, and to the speak with absolute certainty, but there is
.end in England, on the ^at
bad himself been ignorant till within country. Of all the bad effects of high party ever the gentleman from Virginia may think British nation, at length made an irresistible evefy reason to believe that we shall avoid
in AP^riCn~PriKTew days past, when he was led into an in- feeling, there is none more obvious, and none it already decided : it is yet to be decided by appeal to the world, and consummated the the dangerous precedent to which I allude.
Your cordial friend,
H. CLAY.
edition of the I amphltiJair wbjch discovered to him a length and more injurious, than the disposition to do in the free voice of the People of the United Revolution by the Declaration of Independ
which Washington, clothed with their
The Hon. F. T. Brooke.
? ar,veyanc.eoi™Ragnitude of public service, beyond what he justice to each other’s motives and inten States, at the next election of President. If ence,
authority,
and
bearing
their
commission,
sup

•ice 4 cents.
& before known or supposed. With re- tions. See how it operates here. We have it should be decided differently from what he
WASHINGTON, 4f H FEfi. 1825.
by arms. And what has this band of
Rc view of a Letter fr«niard to bjs age, it was sufficient to say, that every inducement to cultivate a good under thinks, and if, at the same time, it should ported
My dear Sir ì I received your obliging let
jston to a Unitarian ft’e bad just left the Senate, when he was ap- standing, and to think well of each other. happen that members should be sent here patriots, of sages, and of statesmen, given to
us? Not what Csesar gave to Rome; not ter of the 1st instant. Although my letter, to
• , ,r
ointed to England, and that body afterwards And yet, let what will be before the House, who, like the present, are opposed to the what Cromwell gave to England, or Napole which it is an answer, was not intended for
i eceived and foy saletopprQVed tRe nomination, He was not so old unless it be some matter purely local, what Administration, still he [Mr. S.] saw nothing on
to France: they established for us the publication, I would rather that it should lyé
prevent co-operation in promoting the
J. K. Remis Franklin was when he left this country for ever a member says, and whatever he does, to
great principles of civil, political and reli published and Speak for itself, than that its
__ _
rance and Franklin served his country is immediately referred to party views and public welfare. However that might be, he gious liberty, upon the strong foundations on contents should appear through the medium
lithfully and ably as their Minister, for motives. If, standing here upon a footing of [Mr. R.] surely would not then contend that
JUOnCVi ight years and an half. (Mr Randolph equality, in h‘¿bits of daily intercourse, and the President ought to retire, and vacate the which they have hitherto stood, and secur of Mr. Ritchie’s representation of them.
ed for us the signal blessings we now enjoy. With regard to its publication, you will be
zas here understood to say—“ there could with every disposition to maintain relations place to which he was constitutionally elect There may have been military capacity in pleased to do as you may think proper. All
of mutual kindness and respect, we yet can ed, because there was a majority of Congress
JTITY of Honey forsakot have been a better choice.”)
Congress; but can any one deny that itisto• that I feel anxious about is that the public
Tiber.
Of that mission, he said» which had also not escape unjust judgment from each other, against him. We all derive our authority the wisdom of sages, Washington being one, should not receive an impression that it was
W.l' een alluded to, in which he had the honor what chance have those who are separated from the same source ; we hold by the same we are indebted for many of the best of our my intention that it should be published.
o have a part, the mission to Panama, he from us by distance and by employment, and tenure; we are co-ordinate branches of the enjoyments ? Look at the condition of the
M-y condition at this moment is most pecti,------—:---- ZTTZ—iiould always have difficulty in speaking, for whose places are the object of contention? same Government; and not one an instrument new States of this hemisphere. One great culiar. The batteries of some of the frietids
Q Azi/ziffrery obvious reasons. At this time, it was This Government, as has already been said, in the hands of the other, or subjected to the cause of disorder, it appears to me, which of every man who would now be President»
Uilty Ü
possible he should enter into the subject, in all its branches, was instituted by the will or power of the other. We have not
prevents them from settling down in peace, or who four or eight years hénce would be
MNS and PSALMS,because the mission was still pending, in the People, and for the People, to promote their the British Constitution.
He said he was no prophet, and would ven is, that they have no such band of sages to President, are directed against me, with only,
’rivate Worship, forsalt'ands of our Minister at Mexico. He would own welfare. Looking to that purpose, the
no prediction as to the result of that direct their course.' Whenever you hear of the exception of those of Mr. Adams.. Some of
JAMES K. RElay however, in reply to the. allegations> People, true to themselves, will test the con ture
disturbance, it is General against General, thefriends of Gen. Jackson, Mr. Crawford*
zhich had been made against it, that the duct of the Administration by its measures. great appeal. If the People of this country soldier against soldier—it is the military Mr.Calhoun and Mr. Clinton, with very dif
___ ____,-^,1' 4, „fission had the clear sanction of all the Are those measures such as are calculated to should think with the gentleman from Virgin spirit, generated by their wars, and not ye't ferent ultimate ends, agree for the present,
ranches of the Government. What has promote the great object of Government, and ia, that military capacity, whether in exer•/>__________ ince occurred, ceuld neither make it right or ' such the People approve? If they are, the cise or not, was desirable or indispensable in i sufficiently controlled by the counsels of to unite in assailing me. The object now is»
on the part of Mr; Crawfoi’d and General
head of this Government, it might have I peaceful wisdom.
zrong It stood upon the same footing as at People, applying the test by which they try the
| I will not, [said Mr. S.] be tempted to re Jackson, to drive me from the course which
bscriber, having contai rst. jf
was right then, it cannot be the conduct of all public servants, will give an influence upon their, decision.
fiect upon the distinguished soldier who has my deliberate judgment points out, and for
Mr. RANDOLPH explained.
) verseers of the Poorfoft/roa„ n0Ww ßut, he would say—and he said them their approbation. And why should it
Mr. SERGEANT proceeded : I do not been honored, ay, highly ‘ honored, by his the future, on the part of Mr. Clinton and
for the support of all th;. wj(b the utmost sincerity, it was but the2 not be so? If the Constitution and the laws
country. Far be it from me, in this plea for Mr. Calhoun, to remove me, as an obstacle td
o said town for thecurar'umbje opinion of an individual—he would1 have been faithfully executed, if the public wish to misunderstand or mistake the gentle* civil virtues, to detract from his military re their elevation. They all have yet to learn
e hereby forbids all p®ay from all that he had seen, and all that he' welfare has ¡been promoted—passion may man from Virginia., and I accept his explan nown. He has done good service. So has his my character, if they suppose it possible to
rusting any of said Pa»f?iad heard, that, if the Congress should assem-• suggest other inquiries, but hire, upon every ation—that he only stated, that sagacity and great competitor. I do not pretend to say what make me swerve from my duty by any spe
xcepting those personsvi!de at Tacubaya, or elsewhere, it was of the' sober estimate, they must end, and here 1 courage, and the capacity for managing men, will be the result of the election. But this I cies of intimidation or denunciation. But I
which are necessary military talents, are
le special agreementsti.reatest importance to the interests of the! believe they will end.
know—time will judge us all, and award did not expect that my old friend Ritchie
The gentleman from Virginia, (Mr. Ran- equally necessary in civil affairs. Thus un do
Paupers) as I sh^lpafl’jhited States that we should be represented‘
to every one according to bis veal merits, un would join in the general cry. He ought to
id after this date.
n R He was not about to deDate the mat-’ dolph) assuming what yet remains to be de- derstood, it means nothing more than that disturbed by the mists of prejudice and of recollect that he is struggling for a man, I for
JOSIAS LITTLEffer. He merely gave this as his own single,> cided, that the People had already condemn the genius, which constitutes a great milita passion. The warrior crown will adorn the the country—he to elevate an unfortunate
ed the Administration, went on to say, that ry man, is a very high quality, and may be brow of the soldier—the wreath of civic mer gentleman worn down by disease, I to pre
nimble, perhaps valueless opinion.
equally useful in the cabinet and in the field;
. All persons awl He would take up he said, but little more as there was a majority against them, in both that
it has a sort of universality, equally ap it cannot be denied to the patriot who has serve our youthful institutions from the bane
ir trusting Matthä
Mf the timeoime
time of the House,
>r
iviannathe
nuusc, to notice one or two~ Houses of Congress, they ought to retire— plicable to all affairs. We'had seen, un faithfully served his country for forty years, which has destroyed all the Republics of thè
re Buzzell.on account either topics'which had been introduced into that there was no instance till that of the
without reproach. I would not needlessly I old world. I might have expected from the
great deal kad
had been said younger Pitt, of a Minister remaining in doubtedly, one instance of a rare and won pluck a leaf from either.
, as no expenses or. billihe discussion. A gveat
patriotism of Thomas Ritchie that he would
derful combination of civil and military qual
power
when
he
was
in
the
minority,
and
he
ibout
the
patronage
of
the
Government,
and
11 be paid.
Mr. S. said he would not have made these have surrendered his personal predilections,
ifications—both of the highest order. W ash
ts
employment
to
strengthen
the
Adminishad
obtained
a
parricidal
triumph,
over
the
*Jov. 24,1827.
remarks, but for what appeared to him the and joined with me in the effort to save us
—-ration inYhe possession of power. This had Constitution of his country. Sir, (said Mr. ington was equally illustrious in either de bearing of the argument he had heard yes from a precedent fraught with the most per
een particularly and forcibly insisted upon Sergeant) is there any such analogy be partment. But Washington was the pro terday, from the gentleman from Virginia. nicious consequences. I am so far disappoint
v the gentleman from South Carolina. Up- tween the Constitution of Great Bvitian, and duction of an age. He belongs to an age, He had occupied moré time than he intended, ed, I say it with mortification and regret.
n this point, he said, he (Mr. b.) might thé Constitution of the United States, that and will give it character by his matchless and probably dwelt on some points with tedi But all attempts to make me unite with him
.robably differ from many, and perhaps be we ought to adopt, in this respect, the doc worth. When ages shall have rolled away, ous minuteness. Here he would leave the —to induce me to give up the defence of our
hought singular. But so far from thinking trine of England ? What is the Constitution he will stand still more exalted, above all matter, thanking the House for its attention. institutions that we may elect a sick gentle
atronage a source of power, he regarded it of Great Britian? There is a hereditary those who have so much occupied our atten He acknowledged a decided opinion and dis man, who has also been ejected by the great
s a destroying canker, let it be employed as Crown. The Ministry is appointed by the tion, with their bustling and restless ambi position to one side of the great question so body of the nation, are vain and utterly fruit
■ might. He was much inclined to believe, King, and that Ministry carries on the busi tion. He will be remembered when they often alluded to ; but, however strong his less. Mr. Ritchie ought to awake» should be
hat the Executive would be stronger without ness of the Nation by means of a majority in are forgotten, and his memory will continue wishes were for its success, he did not desire himself again, and love Rome more than
on i o
t. He would not appeal, in support ot this Parliament as its instrument. This is the to be without blot or stain. That the greatest unnecessarily to inflict a Wound upon any one. Caesar.
6 1 j rrnopinion, to a statesman ot former times—he practical working of the British Constitu civil qualifications may be found united with
1 observe what you kindly tell me aMout
ETON’S noted M[dnotlike the authority; that statesman tion. The Ministry is generally secure of a the highest military ones, is what no one will
the future Cabinet. My dear sir, I want no
ENT, which liasis<ad empioyed a more direct mode—but he majority, though for a moment Mr. Pitt deny, who thinks' of Washington. But,
From
the
Boston
Patriot.
office.
When have I shewn an avidity for
1 other ointment tli«iwould appeal to the nature ot man. Let gen- was without it. In the practice under that that such a combination is rare and extraor
office ? In rejecting the mission to Rùssia, and
dinary,
the
fame
of
W
ashington
sufficient

s been reduced from Aemen reflect, and then, he said, let them tell Constitution, every measure originates with
Mr. Clay.—We copy from the Richmond the Department of War under one Adminisue which are the strongest passions and the Ministry, and the Minister is to answer ly attests. If it were common, why was he Whig the following letter addressed by the istration ? In rejecting the same department,
so
illustrious
?
...ALSO... feelings of our nature-those w4iifth seek for it, and he is to answer, too, for its failure. But let it be remembered, also, that Wash editors to Judge Brooke of Virginia, with the the mission to England or any other foreign
p„ »J/iMbur own gratification, or those which ter- If he cannot pass his measures through Par
annexed note in reply, covering two letters mission under the succeeding Administration ?
had experience in civil, as well as in from
wenports ^WVinate in doing good or in doing justice to liament, what happens then ? The Crown is ington
Mr. Clay. Mr. Clay’s and Judge If Mr. Adams is elected 1 know not who will
time these PiUsWithers ? Gratitude, for example, or self love placed aloft, to glitter in the eyes of the Na military affairs; and his country had had ex Brooke’s friendship, remarks the Whig, is be his Cabinet. I know not whether I shall
flic the sale of thenite:revenge, dislike. The one is moderate, and tion, and is not to be disturbed. It is irre perience of him in both. He was a member of more than thirty years standing, and of be offered a place in it or not. If there
sanguine eXpectatiooAuU_?he other, active, violent, and enduring sponsible. The King can do no wrong. The of the Virginia Legislature before the Revo the most intimate character. During this should be any offer, I shall decide upon it
hirh mav be fairly <{e who has the power to appoint, must also Minister is accountable for every thing. If lution. He was a delegate from Virginia to long period, the most unreserved correspon when it may be made according to my sense
1
ent of their many'disappoint. For one that he can appoint, he he cannot wield the power of Parliament, he the first Congress. He left his seat in Con dence has been kept up between them ; of duty. But do you not perceive that this
erv ;ustly esteem«must disappoint ten ; and all who are disap- must go out and give place to one who can ; gress to take command of his country’s army characteristic on the part of Mr. Clay, of that denunciation of me by anticipation is a part
Rr oneration as a ^pointed are very apt to be offended, and and thus the harmony of the Constitution is in the field. He was a member, and he was frank and fearless candor, by which he is of the common system between the discord
oi e is necessary-Jhink themselves injured. 1 he, one who is —not restored—but preserved. How and the chosen President of the Convention distinguished above all other public men. ant confederates which I have above describ
remedy in ’"selected mayfeelacool Rnd temperate regard by what means it happens that the Minister which formed the Constitution - f the United These two letters, we firmly believe, are ed ? Most certainly if an office should be of^•^theSiead stomacher the Executive. Even this is not always generally has a majority in Parliament, we States. In civil employment, and for high transcripts of his heart, at the period when ered to me, under the new Administration,
S \ nf 8nnetite,di<he case; in many instances, pride suggests all very well know. That is their Govern civil qualifications, he was well known to they were written. He discloses without re and I should be induced to think that I ought
n,lOu uShev areMo us that we owe nothing but to^- own ment and as it concerns only themselves, if his country, before he was intrusted with tlie serve the extreme delicacy of his position, to accept it, I shall not be deterred from ac
.is cholic
, diseases,proper merits. The disappointed «< pheants they are satisfied, we have no right to ob high office of President of the United States, the motives which would govern him, and cepting it either by the denunciations of open
UnSV1 pVv Sdk * the contrary, each ot whom supposes ject. But, is that the Constitution of the and there was a thorough assurance that he his unalterable determination to vote against or secret enemies, or the hypocrisy of pre
■«s^eve^.^'^li'himself tobe at least as deserving as the United States ? He would not be guilty of the had the requisite knowledge, temper, and the Military Chieftain. Be it remembered, tended friends.
With .great respect,
9g the ’«oi^SXccessful candidate, deeply feel the wrong absurdity of asking whether we had a hered habit. It is not questioned, therefore, that that at that time, Virginia almost to a man,
I am faithfully your friend,
-stonnga lostajP reStheytUink has been done them, and they itary Crown, or Ministers appointed by the in Washington, civil and military qualifi was governed by the same feelings.
n. CJLAY.
)Stive hablts‘ A hUyield themselves to the resentment it natu- Crown. He meant to ask, and to ask seri cations were combined, both in the highest
R
ichmond, 14th March, 1828.
The
Hon.
F
rancis T. Brooke.
degree.
But
the
gentleman
from
Virginia
o all seasons am
¿all
cites> No, (said he ; ) give me no ously, whether it was indispensable to the
Dear Sir : Mr. Randolph in his Speech on
aken in s.l”^5ed!'Ctronage, where there are so many to soh- working of our Constitution, that the two will not deny—no one who has read the his Retrenchment (so called) having referred to
A son of Mungo Park, a midshipman be
e day, without ie P who think they have equal claims. But Houses of Congress and the Executive, both tory, or considered the nature of man, can Mr. Clay’s letter to you of January 28th,
longing to the French frigate Sybille, is waife
deny—that the talent for war may exist,
> of business. IL hfs is not alL The present debate proves it.
1825,
in
a
way
to
leave
the
impression,
that
ing at Aera, on the African Gold Coast, for
witLnt Se qualifications or acquirements
1 effectual, that W e Lrhere is n0 part of"the conduct of a public
it was another letter which the public had
to excel any othel1 ' man so liable to misconstruction—nay, so in- such enLe accord, that, whatever the Exec- ! for civil rule ; thaVthere may b^evtdence of never seen—and as that letter has in some some scientific instruments from Europe,
preparatory
a journey which he is about
.,d to the pubhs. vi^vitably exposed to miscon ^.ruction espe- utive may send us shall pass, and whateverr the one, and no evidence of the other ; nay, degree drifted out of public recollection, we to undertaketointo
the interior ot Africa to.
muine arc W ¿iallv in times of party excitement
tbe he does not send us, shall not pass. He had it appears to me to be impossible to deny, have determined to republish it. It is said gain certain information
relative to tfie death
that qualities which are perfectly compati
h the design01 ^exercise of this power, called Pat^nage. never so understood it.
that there was a subsequent letter from Mr.
he agents nametn
exercise it, because the ConstituConstituted as our Government is, he said ble with the character’ of a valiant and suc Clay to you on the same subject. If this be true, of his father. He goes habited like a black,
with a cloth about his loins, oils his skin ev
—dlLSQand |aws reqUire him to do so; he has he could not see with what propriety it could cessful soldier, may be utterly inconsistent Sc there is nothing in it to render its publica ery
day, and wears neither shoes nor stock
with the peaceful administration of a Repub
be
said
that
there
was
a
majority
of
this
a toil’s 7^/?^ no choice but to make the nee^al. ^plJ°a >2 House opposed to the President. He did not lic. I will not, [said Mr. S.] detain the tion indelicate, have you any objection that ings.
al0,L
-J n
meats; and yet, the moment he has made
by entering into a historical discus it should be published'at the same time with
i rJ'them, by the application of the rule of quo an- understand it, speaking the language of the House,
A collection of forty-three thousand dis
the letter of the 28th ? From what we have
Constitution of the United States. He un sion of Ctesar, and Cromwell, and Napoleon heard of the first letter, we are persuaded it sertations on law, formed by a celebrated ju
inorCs Cekbral^^1 imo, they are imputed to unworthy
—
familiar
subjects,
and
well
understood
;
nor
P
rMonbovehWit he appoint a friend, it is to secure him derstood it perfectly as applied to the Gov will I inquire how far their bad, example is furnishes material proof of the purity with rist was advertised in Germany not long
supply 5*^in WeMli he appoint an enemy, it is to buy him. ernment of Great Britian. How can there palliated
by the apology which has been at which Mr. Clay acted in the Presidential since. They make nearly three thousand
be a majority of this House against the
y J. LILLIE ' , aI1(|^Very way it is corrupt.
tempted
for
them, that they were the off election ; and viewing him.as the most tra volumes quaito;
President
?
When,
as
is
now
the
case,
an
aco, by E.
He cannot possibly escape censure unless,
duced and persecuted of men, we should be
The pay of a member of the House of As*,
■ Wheeler & Drt ¡l LerhapSj he could find some comfortaffie election of Chief Magistrate is approaching, springs of the times, and made no change for happy to act as the humble instruments of
worse. Say what you will, it cannot al
Portland .^^HLjis^eutval, sitting quietly by his fireside, igno- there may be a majority of the members, the
removing some of the prejudice of his coun sembly of Nova Scotia is 25 guineas for a ses
ter
the
fact.
But,
selecting
one
of
them
for
a
sion, provided’he attends the whole of it—
in the principal0 yant of the political storm that is raging who are, individually, opposed to the re moment’s consideration, 1 would ask, what trymen.
With great respect,
and a proportionate gum for attending hny
y
PLEASANT Sc SMITH.
ia
ground him, who has never heard, or, if he election of the President. But would a ma
did
Cromwell
dofor
England,
with
all
his
part of the session.
has heard, has forgotten, that there are two jority of this House, on that account, oppose military genius ? He overthrew the monarHon. Francis T. Brooke.
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candidates for the Presidency, and who is so his administration, if right in itself ? Would

For the A'erfebum Gazette.
The great body of the people desire to act
in such a manner as to promote the public
good, and it is only when they are practised
upon and deceived by false appearances and
misrepresentations that they act otherwise.
In some countries they are held in the chains
of ignorance and error for ages, but in this
country, such ate the facilities for obtaining
information, that they cannot be kept for any
length of time in the wrong. Every Ameri
can has the right to read.and reason and act
for himself, and most of them are disposed
to exercise this right. We justly boast of
the excellence of our republican institutions ;
that we are obliged to call no man master
upon the earth ; that according to the theory
ef our government the sovereign power is in
ourselves. While the elections are made by
the free and unbiassed suffrages of the elect
ors, this theory will be properly exemplified.
But howevei perfect the theory, if we should
adopt the practice in our elections, which
some demagogues are anxious to introduce,
“ the forms of liberty would remain, but the
substance would be lost.” In acting for the
supposed interest of a particular party we
may frequently act against the great inter
ests of the State and country. In selecting
candidates for office, our.inquiries should.not
be to wliat party do they belong ? but are
they honlst, are they capable, are X.\~\ey faith
ful to the constitution ? However obnoxious
this sentiment may be to the self-styled “ ex
clusive republicans” of the present day, it
should not be forgotten that it is the senti
ment of. the illustrious departed Jefferson.
The subjects of legislation are sometimesfof
vast importance to the welfare of the commu
nity. It is not enough "that the legislator has
good intentions and patriotic feelings He
should possess talents-, and knowledge, and
experience, and industry, in order to inves
tigate successfull y the complicated questions,
upon which if may become his duty to act. It
we would hope for the highest advantages of
society, we must act upon broad, just and ra
tional principles» We have no reason to ex
pect the best results, if we abuse the high
and valuable privileges with which we are
distinguished. If we permit the machinery
®f party to destroy the freedom of election,
we must expect a train of evil consequences.
If men in office are permitted to; combine to
perpetuate themselves in power, and to pre
serve and increase their own emoluments,
the people may still be called free, but they
will.in.fact be slaves, Not indeed to a single
despot, but to aboard of despots, who are
preying uponjhe vitals of the political body.
Take for instance the case of the Sheriffs. If
their compensation is more than double what
it should be for the services they perform,
and this too, taken from the poor and the un
fortunate, if they can combine their influence
and elect whom they please as members of
the legislature, where shall we look for a
remedy of the evil ? When in the hall of
legislation, thé members so elected will
stand by their patrons and however pressing
the evil, it must still be endured for the ben
efit of “ thé party.” It is time the people of
this State should be awake upon this subject,
and if a party cannot sustain itself but by
combinations againstrthe interests of the pép
ié, let it be broken up. If men are to be se
lected for offices, not because they are hon» est and capable, but.because.they will be the
** sub missive, complying- tools ofthe leaders of
a.partvût is time the people should know it.
- F .
.^7
YORK.

Note; Since the above was written, it is
understood that an Act has been passed by
the Legislature, after having met with much
opposition in the ¡Senate, to reduce the twen
ty-five per cent paid by the deputies to the
Sheriffs, to twenty per cent, and the per diem
Compensation from ^5 00 to $3 00.,
So far
so good.” .
For the BE NN EE. URIC GAZETTE.

Whatever may be Gen. Jackson’s strength
in other places, it is a certain fact, that he
has nothing like a regular force; in Maine.
It is true he has two < cry active recruiting
officers stationed at Portland, but their ef
forts have not been .attended with much suc
cess; Their extravagant offers of wages,
bounties and pi'.emiams at. one time drew
quite a number about their rendezvous, blit
time has proved that their object was to re
connoitre, rather Than to enlist. The abor
tive effort made on the eighth of January by
Gen. Freblc, must be quite discouraging’;
and the returns which he receives from his
subalterns, ami recruiting sergeants and cor
porals from the ’different counties, cannot
have much of a tendency to raise his droop
ing spirits. He no doubt had many fair prom
ises from the members of the Legislature,
who signed his recommendation for an ap
pointment to go to Russia op the NoiTh East
ern boundary question, but their performance
will be most wretched. Returning home,
their martial spirit seems to.have fled, they
wilt at the sight of their constituents, and
are as ready to deny him as Peter was his
Master. To such men, however, I would
say, go bn as you have begun. You have en
listed fairly, and you ought to know the con
sequence of desertion. If you desert; even
after you have served out the regular period
of your enlistment, it is according to the
Jackson Code, that you be tried by a milita
ry court martial, found guilty, and be sen
tenced to suffer death er - if you will plead
guilty without a trial, you will be sentenced
only to have one half of each of your heads
shaved and to be drummed out of Camp.”
Now is it not better for you to-go on ; You
are nothing more than a scouting party and
so detached from the main body, tliat let the
battle go as it will, you will unquestionably
be taken ; but you may depend on this, we
shall use our prisoners better than Jackson
n^deserlers.
AN. OLD SOLDIER.
7'ake Notice. New-Hampshire, which
you have been pleased to call the “ Gibral
tar of the No’ ill” is already “ tookF It is
intended to give Gen. Isaac Hill a furlough
until he can be redeemed by an officer of
equal rank.

The Rochester Daily Telegraph ofT’uesdfiy stages that demonstrations of the most
decided and unwavering attachment to the
administration are- constantly furnished by
the sm rounding counties,. In Monroe-, Qrk
leans. N .agara, Genesee, Erie, Chautauque,
. 'and Cattaraugus, therens not even a show of
opposition. In Qiitariq, Livingston, W’ayne,
Seneca, Steuben and Tompkins, we shal’
have triumphant majorities. Let our friends
in the eastern and southern.counties do their
duty and the state is safe. The “ The Lion
^fthc 'inesV will give an overwhelming vote. ,

[Fioni the I^enhebec

Journal.]

with the frail, slender shrub ?’ Judges,, we
repeat should never trust themselves in party
politics,.and if they will venture, the people
should restrain them.
If this is not the voice of wisdom, it is
surely the voice ¡of experience. Since the
adoption of the constimtion of Massachu
setts, (a period of near fifty years), but one
Governor has.been taken from the bench'of'
the Supreme Judicial Court, and he unambi
tious, unassuming and never a partizan. In
not a single instance has a Senator or Repre
sentative to Congress been taken from that
bench since the adoption of the federal con
stitution, no member of that'Supreme Court
has ever succeeded in a popular election, and
there has been but one executive appoint
ment, and that was to a foreign embassy.—
This strong proof of the. policy which has
been pursued to keep this aristocracy within
its sphere ; that the people are well aware
how much power has been confided to it, and
that its intermeddling in other concerns is
dangerous to their liberties.
If a judge is dissatisfied with his office, let
him resign it. It was never intended as “ a
stepping stone to popular preferment.”—
“ Take it, Sir, for better or worse, and if you
quit it, you must step down, become one of
the citizens, and mingle and take your chance
with them. If you are to start in the race ©t
popularity, play fair, start on foot, and not
mount your judicial hobby to outstrip your
competitors. No factitious aid—no obsequi
ous sheriff’s deputies, clerks or advocates,
who experience your patronage or your
smiles, to spur you on. All these may have
flattered, you at the expense of justice. Stay
where’you are, or at least quit before you
ask for more,”„ It should be a sine qua non
that no judgemf the highest criminal tribu
nal should be elected or appointed to any of
fice, until heffias resigned the one he holds.
Dispense with this condition, and who can
rely on his decision ? Where is the hope of
impartial justice?
A DEMOCRAT.

WTUB STATSS CGMGOkS.
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LATEST FRO ri LNGR^N^i
A London Paper of life evening Qf p,.
Ne sutor ultra crepidam.”
SA Tí;
has been received in town.
IN SENATE.
Ibis restrictive maxim is not confined to
British Stocks had declined to 841’ 2
MONDAF, MARCH 24.
the cobler—it is a principle engrafted into
owing to the unsettled Mate of tLexfiJ- A
The Pa
Mr. Benton called up the bill for “ gradua the uncertainty of the Finance ('cnnIt i'1’"
our government. The constitution pfovrdes
arrived at
ting Cite price of public lands, and ceding the and the alarming news from.
for distinct departments and prescribes the
refuse to the States in which they lie ;” but —■(that published in Boston from'pX;'15; London 1
boundaries of each. A judge of the Supreme
Judicial Court holds a high and exceedingly
the Senate adjourned without entering upon pers of Feb. 20)—which, however ¿2 1 Liverpool
its consideration.
responsible office. To him in a measure, is
«stingy
believed by many.
confided the property, lives and liberties of
from the i
A letter from the Agent of Lloyd's -a
the citizens. 'That ours “ may be a govern
TUESDAr, MARCH 25.
The Öi'i
at Smyrna, January 4, says tlie Fren’» I
ment of laws and not of men,” the highest
Two or three bills relative to public lands English Ministers'sailed from Vour a’nl unsettled i
Judicial tribunal is placed above the reach of
were discussed.
21. Previously to which a Memofeli
executive, Legislative Oi popular influence ;
The act
been presented to the En-li-,]i A;4
the office and emoluments of the judge are
the 30th u’
the British Merchants at Smyrna. in 3
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26.
permanent--and by a fat<il mistake he is
lington ha
The Bill for “ graduating'tlie price of pub to which he stated that the' Britisli
made independent. We have borrowed a
lic lands, and ceding the refuse to the States had been directed to continue at S an/M had reach
principle from the British Constitution that
tedagrea'
in which they lie,” was considered, and dis cise his functions till the 1.5th of
the judges should be independent of the
french
cussed at great length. Some time was spent which if the Consul and Mercharit\:'chm
crow//, and have very absurdly applied it to
remain, it would be on their own diSP1J! byexpre®
in the consideration of Executive business.
ourselves. Nothing can be less analogous —
but if they did, the Dutch Consul
had been ;
that the judges should not be agents dr tools of
derthem all the service in his power-C change in t
THURSDAr, MARCH 27.
the King was well, but that they should b$ in
the
banish
The bill providing for .certain surviving the Minister warned them to prepafefoj
dependent of the people ia palpafly' absurd.
worst. An excellent Police co ntinued tn I sian subjec
Revolutionary
Officers
was
taken
up,
on
mo

The basis of our. government is dependence
tion of Mr. Woodbury, who proposed two ad maintained at S. and the merchants bad ' fanaticism
• on the popular will, and we have strangely
ditional sections to the bill, extending its pro eluded to stay. The Cambrian frigate2 had been a
created on this basis a real aristocracy. But
visions to the widows of deceased officers, on the 4th. A frigate remained, aiftj 1 battle of >
so itiSj we have committed the error, and if
and to soldiers ; the bill was then postponed er Br. vessel of war was coming fe. ‘ ] consetjnein
it cannot be cured, we should at least |nThe son of Prince W rede has abjured r followed tl
to, and made the order of the day for Mon
dea.vor to guard against its deleterious effects.
adopted,'^
Religion, and entered the service <r
day.
We should watch its designs and operations,
■parture of
Grand Seignor !
and prevent its encroachments. It should
The Hanseatic towns had made a (' nople.’ I
FRIDA?, MARCH 28.
be a settled nil from which we should never
Some time was spent in the consideration mercial Treaty vvitli Brazil, by which tM Neutral 1 <
depart, to confine these Judges strictly with
of Executive business ; and then the Senate goods are to be received at 15 perct.ad ,1 anlnternui
in the sphere of their legitimate authority.
instead of 24—in their vessels, and vev Porte woul
adjourned to Monday.
No member of a Supreme Judicial tribunal
Sultan exte
they have admitted to their rights
should ever be countenanced in managing or
we believe, include American-vessels) 1 it was said
directing political concerns. In a-govern
The Bank of Waters and Co. SwanJ atNavavin
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
ment like ours, it is enough, it is ample, it is
Eng. was robbed on Sunday, Feb. 17 (tf«
/torn
more than ample, that they in their proper
SATURDAF, MARCH 22.
—one half of which was in specie.
1 The Pori
The House resumed the unfinished busi 000
department above control that they are the
The new Palace, which has been for soJ
ness of Friday, being the Bill for the relief of time building in London for the town j5| tiny, and ri
arbiters of liberty and life, and that they can
Richard W. Meade. Mr. Bunner spoke at dence of the King, and at an extravagant coal like that cl
expound even the constitution, itself by any
We hear that JUDGE MARSHALL, much length against the bill, and Mr. Dwight has been denounced as disgraceful for ¡ts the Sultan,
rule which their own arbitrary discretion
calling on ?
may prescribe. While they have such pow Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, a few followed, in reply. Mr. Oakley then, Mr. P.
ers, the people should look at theii\ further days since, in conversation with a gentleman, P. Barbopr’having withdrawn his motion to chitectural deformities* and ordered’to mons of bio
claims with extreme jealousy.
observed, “ I have not voted for twenty strike out the enacting words, moved to taken down. A loud call is made for thee ' vain; the 1
of the person whose bad taste 1*. wind, and 1
A political partizan may be an honest man YEARS ; BUT I SHALL CONSIDER IT A SOLEMN- amend the bill so as to make it the duty of posure
but whether he can be an upright judge “de DUTY 1 OWE MY COUNTRY, TO GO TO THE the Commissioners only to make enquiry in Mr, Nash, the architect, has cleared limJ fall march
continues low in Europe, thom>] ;- the most p<
mands a doubt.” Fluman nature js but an POLLS AND VOTE AT THE NEXT PRESIDEN to the case, and report at the next session the is Coffee
said the consumption has increased V has been si
other term for imperfection. Humanum es TIAL ELECTION—FOR,” ADDED HE IN HIS items which ought to be allowed. The
greater ratio than the production, and represensai
ter rhre ; and to be virtuous in spite of temp IMPRESSIVE MANNER, “SHOULD JACKSON BE amendment was adopted in Committee, and stock
is not so great in pro[jorticn, as jn g Ali will not
tation is not in man. No mere num has been ELECTED, I SHALL LOOK UPON THE GOVERN leave was refused to the Committee to sit mer years.
™ bands to G:
again. The amendment foot having been
proof against strong temptation, and new and MENT AS VIRTUALLY DISSOLVED.”
A mode has been discovered in Engird Arabs tning
Judge piafffigllTs, as purer and- disinterest reported to the House, Mr. Oakley renewed
sublimated examples are not to be expected
the desert,
in these days of depravity. We have heard ed a patriot as ever lived, and is so acknowl it, and it was again carried. A call was then making artificial fields of ice for skafin<“
skaters there have lately amused thcnyeli« Syria and I
of a distinguished Judge of our own time, de edged by ail who know him. He was one of made for the previous question, but before the on
one.
'Constant:
termined to forego all other but domestic so those dauntless ones to whom we are indebt ijuestion was taken, the House adjourned.
chains have
ciety, lest his Judicial integrity should be ed for our present free institutions.
TH
n
, r.
from HALIFAX trance of th
impaired or suspected. Honest and virtuous
When one so illustrious for his talents,
MONDAY, MARCH 24.
l he British Government brig Susan,(fa. strength of
as lie was, he knew that he was but a man, learning, and virtues, and so venerable for
1 he orders of the day were called, when
and he understood too well the de’.usibns of liis age, feels himself impelled bv the highest Mr. Mallary moved to lay on the table the Stairs, ar. at Gloucester on Sunday 7 and warlik
the heart to permit himself to be led into of all duties, to openly declare so laudable a unfinished business of Saturday, being the bill from Halifax, bringing the English, Feb» i side. Mah
temptation which he. might not be able to re determination, his example will not be lost for the relief of Richard W. Meade, for the ry Mail (Feb. 14.)
By the Susan we have received Halifa first blow;
sist.
upon his countrymen. Thousands who have purpose of taking up the Tariff, but the mo
Our best judges should fear to trust them heretofore remained at home on the day of tion did not prevail. The House then resu I apeis to March 22, and Bermuda Panerat« ed, which ii
J
Russian sub
selves; ambition is the arch-fiend, who de election, will on the coming one for the Pres med the consideration of the bill for the re March 5.
A Halifax Paper, of the 22d ult. savsItfes the neutral
ludes to corrupt, and corrupts to destroy.— idency, repair to the polls, and by their pres lief of Richard W. Meade. Mr. Polk, Mr.
Judges are placed on high, and far removed ence and exertions, stimulate their younger Everett, Mr. Randolph, Mr. Buchanan, and been reported, since the.arrival of tlie Pad ranny, but i
from the storm of politics, and they should fellow citizens to active, and, theiefore, suc Mr. S. Wood, spoke on the bill; after which etfrom England, an .I we understand is m er, whether
never descend within its wake. They should cessful efforts, in behalf of the constitution, on the call of Mr. Mitchell, of Tennessee, the firmed by letters, that Sir James KemptW be safe on t
Magi?trate) has been appointed GOV Those ruffii
set a boundary which they should not dure to the country,.and' its laws.— The Maryland.
pi evious question was ordered. T he ques ERNOR GENERAL of British Nonl and pillage
pass. The heart is deceitful and desperately
tion on the engrossment of the bill for a third America, to reside at Halifax, which isfe they massa
wicked, and it is never iixinore danger, than
GEJf. JACKSON’S REPLY
reading, was then taken by ayes and noes, be the Seat of Government, and that Sir and Constai
wnen justice is tempted by ambition.—The
when the vote being ayes 60, nues 105, the Francis Burtonts appointed Lt. Governin’ that the sul
TO THE ATE ADDRESS OF MR. CLAY.
Judge should be as far removed from other
bill was rejected.
be deportee
of Lower Canada.
duties as the teacher of religion should from ‘ On landing at the mouth of the Cumber
being butch
the world. He should ue\ er indulge or heed land, some one told him of Mr. Clay’s pamph
TUESDAY, MARCH 25.
insensible t<
the friendships or enmities which politics in let, in which he had completely "proved his
Mr. Ripley, from the committee on Na
MAXI ARTIÇX.ES. stein is com
innccehce. Fhe^zows and accomplished he
duce or provoke.
val
Affairs,
reported
a
bill
to
provide
for
an
lish army,
The emblem of justice is represented blind, ro jumped to his feet and- stretching out his
ST. AUGUSTINE, MARCH 12, in inarch tc
expedition to the seas of the Pacif
and the moral is, that she could not be par arms, sWore by the immaculate G—d, that exploring
Ar.
sch.
Gen.
Geddes,
Key
West,
three
ic,
which
was
twice
read
and
committed.
tial to whom she could not see. A. celebrat Mr. Clay and all his friends were G-— d d—d
1 he House again went into committee- of days, with 118 Africans, in custody offe
ed judicial tribunal held its session at mid liars, by God 1”
We copy the above from the Shawneetown the whole on the Tariff bill, when Mr. Hoff Marshal, being the same which in Dec.las!
night and in the dark, that it might not be
man concluded his speech in favor of the bill were taken from the wreck of the slave b® • Advices I
influenced by the appearances of the parties. paper. We hesitated some time about giv and
ceivedby tl
in opposition to the amendment of Mr. Guerro.
—Some of the cautions which we have men ing it to our readers ; for it doesnot appear,
Ar. at Key West, Mexican brig of re ¡can. Acci
Mallary.—-He was followed by Mr. Bates of
tinned may seem too over scrupulous or fas that there was any stenographer present to Massachusetts.
Hermon, Hawkins, commander, with a 8»
tidious, but they go to prove that the wise and take down the words, nor was there any affi ported progress.. The committee rose and re brig, formerly the privateer Panchita, with car in the o
.distant pre
good have always been aware how much the davit to the truth of the report: besides the
valuable cargo, which was. captured
.... . at the. J Ayres and i
passions and prejudices of mankind have 'General had been, certified to be “ very near
entrance of Matanzas.—Th'k
L.dhThe brig had
liei[ to......
surrende
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26.
been made to weigh in the scales of justice. the kingdom of heaven.” But we have since
The House in committee of the Whole on loretopmast shot away, and wasotherwisedis-Htoryin dis
Suppose a Judge with a permanent and received such strong and direct confirmation
abled.
The
collector
ordered
the
H.
andhff|
»
thesami
ample salary, directing the public, journals, through another channel, that we have no the State of the Union, resumed the discus prize out of port, and the order not being extremely
actually engaged in party conflicts, a candi doubt the above is substantially correct. T he sion of the Tariff, when Mr. Bates, of Mass, complied with, the prize was then takenpoJ Brazil, in n
date for any popular office that offers, two or General flew into a violent passion, and spoke for about two hours against the original session of, by order of the collector and rev- port of Mi
three in view at the same time—and if one broke out in the most abusive language and bill, and in favor of the amendment. He enue officers put on board. The H. wasro amount of i
was followed by Mr. Forward on the other
faiis him,flying to another. Suppose during other evidences of rage as above described.
damage
in her
Mt enter a
1
J
... sustained
’
___rigging,and!
OQ
The Bowling-green paper of the 9th ult. side; but before Mr. F. had gone through, pairing
this period of excitement and anxiety, this
was to proceed to sea on the 9th inst.
I1 protested a;
“ lever of the brain,” he is called to decide, has the following paragraph ; about - which the Committee rose and reported progress.
.
Sermon and the Revenue Gutter^ krnis, both
perhaps, the cause of his competitor in a case however we have no corroborating testimo
rion being generally considered the two fa ttvideo.anc
involving liberty or life—what confidence ny as we have to the. affair at the mouth of
est sailing vessels in the West Indies, an in that the Ei
THURSDAr, MARCH 27.
can be reposed in his integrity? If his pas Cumberland.
The Hous'e-, in Committee of the whole on vitation was given» and received between the Wit; a
“ On yesterday, a gentleman of respecta-_
sions are naturally strong or vindictive, and
commanding officers of these vesselsfon sent to th
he gives them the reins, an innocent victim bility told us, that in one of the public tav the state of the Union, resumed the discus trial of speed, which took place, a few weeb thorising tl
is sacrificed; if conscious of his own infirmi erns in Russelville, he heard, a nephew of sion of.the Tariff. Mr. Forward having con since, they got under way in the harboH port,upon :
ty, or fearing the suspicion which his condi Gen. Jackson’s say, “ that his uncle [the cluded his remarks, was succeeded by Mr. Key West, and sailed round Sand Key.and! only.—Bos,
tion excites, he imposes on himself a re General,] kept a list of tile names of the Storrs, Mr. Burges,, and Mr, Anderson, all returned to the harbor, making a distanced
straint ; he is incapable of determining the most responsible persons throughout the un against the bill, and in favor of the amend about 25 miles : the Marion came in ahead:
monte
limit of that restraint, and the transgressor ion, who had written against, and were oppo ment After some remarks from Mr. Ran about 5 miles.
sed to his election, that in case he should not dolph, the question was taken on Mr. Mallamight escape»
There is no truth in the Norfolk reported hrnGual
ry
’
s
amendment,
which
was
rejected
—
-Aves
The influence moreover of a judge is, ex be elected, to challenge every one of them to 78,'Noes 102.
an insurrection at Aux Cayes.
Montevidec
officio, great. Raised above the reach of ex- a man to fight a duel, “ that by the eternal
N. Y. Mer. Mv. | Cruz on tin
ecmive, legislative or popular power, main G—d (he swore this time although he ts a
board the I
taining a. control over the officers of his ■/nous chri&tianJ he would have revenge for
FRIDAY, MARCH 14.
learnt that
court, smiling graciously on councellors and the injuries.done him.”—[_Focu&.
The House in committee of the whole, re From the Albany Daily Advertiser, MaxA armies in t
----------- -------------------------------------------advocates who favor his views, and treating
sumed the consideration of the tariff. The
. A POOR FOUNDLING.
_,wll
war
each <
with cold.neglect, if nothing more,, those who
question before the Committee was the a1 he inmates of a house, in the sonthem expected,
. MR. BARTLETT’S SPEECH.
have the independence to thwart him, he
mendment
offered
by
Mr.
Buchanan
to
the
suburbs of this city, were disturbed, a fe»; from Mont:
We regret having been ufeable to publish,
removes at a sweep all obstacles to his ambi
i-,;,,,,..:..,,. cries of a At
A.nGuay;
evenings sinrp
since, hv
by tha
the piercing
full, the speech delivered by the Hon. Mr. amendment proposed on the preceding day evenines
tion. His officers will fawn at his feet, cli in
by
Mr.
Mallary.
After
various
observations
child,
in the yard. On going to the place and brandy
Bartlett
of
N
.
H.
on
the
6th
of
Feb.
hist,
on
ents will desert the advocates who experi
Retrenchment Resolutions and in vindi by Messrs. Buchanan, Dwight, Mallary, whence the cries proceeded, they discover high.
ence his frown, and fly to those who court the
Storrs, S. Wright and Davis, the amend ed an infant wrapped in a plaid cloak,lying
his smiles, and a host oi cringing sycophants cation of the administration against the cal ment was negatived. Mr. Miller then mov in a puddle of water. It was supposed that Jheexpi
of a w-hofe host of ojiposition Cham
*11 the M(
will combine to sing his praise» and hurry on umnies
pions on the occasion. It . has passed thro’ ed another amendment, aimed, like that of it had been thrown over the fence and fallen great deal c
in the i-oad of ambition.
Mr. Buchanan, at the destruction of the min on its face, a-s its cheek was much hurt.ani rtal snspei
two
p.amphk
'
editions
in
Washington,
and
In spite of all tjiesc allurements, the judge
imum system, which was also negatived. was bleeding.
• I Gom. Porte
may intend to do right, and vainly imagine has several interesting notes appended.—If The question was then taken On the amend:
mwey
found in thiS quarter to be
^squadre
ment offered by Mr. Mallary, which was al
| eliciting hi
rrC
the New-Bedford Courier.
rejected
—
ayes
77,
noes
9*5.
—
Mr.
Sprague
so
it
I he ship Maria, whose arrival \Ve an 1« have the
had then risen to address the committee on
th&ngelsof Ugh’., but the cloudUTnOnounce this day, from tae Pacific Ocean, i> '^t out ai
some
other
items
of
the
bill,
when
the
com

Duty will not appropriate funds to place the
probably the oldest vessel now employed^ ;P”fpose of i
tion would envelope and confound him; Put able,
dispassionate, and successful Argument mittee rose ; and the House adjourned cv.r me whaling business. She was’builU «ro.and tl
the single case, of a judge, on the eve of an
to
Monday.
the Gentleman from New-Hampshire, on
Pembroke, this State, dm mg the’rcvol^
election, deciding a cause between one of his- of
the desk of every citizen of N. England, par
tionary war, and intended for a privateer,M .At New (
efficient partisans and an active opponent.— ticularly
in thosbdistricts where there’is a
Who that knows man would trust in his in-,
A correspondent at Cha.eauguay inferms was purchased by the venerable Willia® there were
tegrity ? What Judge, unless he .was mad, scarcity of newspaper circulation. T’he peo us that three Resurrection men lately made notch, of this town fora more Pacific im Parts of the
ple
need
peruse,
little
else
than
this
single
would not dqubt it himself.
pose, by whom she was transferred to Mf- t,Jr Mexico
speech to-be perfectly convinced of the in their appearance at that place. The body of Samuel Rod nan, the present owner.
In our own country, we have had melan- tegrity
and .ability of their Rulers ; and of Andrew Foster was found to have been car register is dated in 1782. She has perfoi* steam-boat’
Widered
, -------------- ar- ried off, and oil pursuit of the offenders, it ed four voyages to London, three to tte
was thrown ever Peasa’s Bridge, entirely
ges
made
against
them
by
the
Ingham's,
Ried into the parjzan. In nign Pk’W times, I
naked, vitfi a rope round the neck.—The coast of Brazil, one tc the Indian Ocean,* TJere ha
judges have focome political apostles, and: veses, Hamiltons, and Buchanans of Congress. pursuers followed up the track of the offend to the Falkland Islands, and fifteen to tht number of r
Bost.
Centime
I.
under colour ot their offices,.leave in charges I
ers and found them in a feigned sleep in a 1 acific Ocean. She has doubled Cape Hom arHn favor
to grand jure r ano oilier; wise oollutcd the I
and they ha
Chanty ; a horse in a neighboring stable be thirty times, and the Cape of Good
temple of justice. Within our own rccolkc- i Ohio Canalthe 16th tdt. the waters ing in a perfect sweat. The offenders were twice, and has never met with an accident-» Ming the
tion, citizens have been made the victims of- of the great Miami of the Lakes were min then compelled to assist in the re-interment sufficient importance to justify a call on tW Jcn»ventio
pol.tical intolerance, and condemned to pris gled with those of the. Ohio- at Cincinnati. of the body,
i;uUj, and
cui.u then
vuvu handed
iiuuuca over to the
tne auau by whom she was insured. She was the fix
de]
on and to death. A. late oniament' of the On the 17th, 6 canal boats arrived. They thorities to undergo the punishment which vessel which displayed the American
>inre]
bench, who, as a man and a. lawyer, was se were joyfully greeted by the citizens.
and
stripes
in
the
port
of
London.
AltW
the law directs.—Uld tfaebec Gazelle.
. e®fentia
she has been delivering her owners rich enr
cond to no one. in this country, and to few in
any, decided a political question in such a
goes-for
46
years,
she
is
still
a
substantial
ves

'The editor.of the Worcester (England)
manner a.s to cause him much, after regret, Herald stares that a-fine little girl, about 10 !
7^i’o Faces.—We see an account going the sel, and may yet. deliver many more.
and the decision stands a blot, (the only one) months old, was brought to liis office for oc- ! rounds in the papers of a chikl having been
Passio],
on his bright and illustrious character. II ular demonstration, of the feet of her having! lately born in England withzwo faces. It is
Ini1 betVVf
Mr.
Samuel
G.
Andrews,
No.
30,
Market
Uinmbia ;
the strong and sturdy oak thus bends his ma- two tongues. The second one is forming im- ! indeed, truly remarkable fora child, but it is
st.
Boston,
has
issued
proposals
for
publishing
jestic branches.to the blast, how is it to fare dev and near the end of the first.
! quite common.to see men with Awo faces. *1
1 he Bachelors’Journal,” on Thursday
Easfrtt Sentinel.
pause be
of each week, in a quarto form.
TWENTIETH CONGRESS

FIRST SESSIO

•

Mr. P. Cambridge, of Centre,
PLEASING INFORMATION.
1 enn. was attacked by a panther while pass
<>
We are much gratified in receiving the
ing a dingle on horseback. The animal
;ocksl>»d<E'L, i
APBIL 5, 1828. seized his cloak, whiqh was torn in tatters, following information in a letter from Wash
FROM PORTLAND,
I,11?
9’ Putting spurs to his horse, escaped.
î unsettled., 0(1 M
1 ■ ~
—— 1 he citizens turned out in pursuit of the an ington :—
ROPOSES to open a school in the pleasin^y of the FiLATES'I' FROM ENGLAND.
(pr^CoI.
C
utter
,
with
a
Battalion
HE subscriber relinquishing hisZpresent
ant village of Kennebunk, on Tuesday,
?’ir'gne\v:s h?/’8 4he Packet ship York, from Liverpool, imal, but did not catch him.
line of business, offers his stock of
of four companies, lias received orders
tne 15th of April, for the instruction of Young
Uoods at private sale, until Wednesday the
on\e^ ni
f Vri^ved at New-York on Sunday, bringing
As evidence of the mildness of the past to repair to Houlton Plantation or its vi Ladies in the following branches, viz :—
?
whicli
London papers to the 24th February and winter, the Louisiana papers of last month cinity ; and will arrive there the first of
Reading, Writing, Arithmetic, English 9th day of April.
1 hose that have accounts unsettled are
uiany.
1 1 "^Liverpool to the 26th. The following inter- state
Grammar, Ancient and Modern Geography
that Indian corn was growing in every | June.”
^nithe A»en.f cstmg summary of their contents we copy stage, from the early shootsitothe tessel and
Astronomy, Chronology, History, Composi requested to adjust them, and those that have
hmuary 4,says kyrom the New York Daily Advertiser :
Chemistry, Mv- demands are also requested to present them
1 his is as it should be ; and as the troops [ tion.
,n- Philosophy, Rhetoric,
Rhe
roasting ear. In some parts the planters are I This
‘
__
__ .. V,...
Ctholno-v
v
, ,
WILLIAM LORD.
supplies
from the 1Pe“^logy, Stenography and the French Lan
usters sailed tW The British Ministr■y seems to be in an picking cotton from balls which have no! must be furnished with
Kennebunk, March 20, 1828.
Usly t0 winch A'^settled State.
ceased to form, advance and open through nobscot, ri Military Road will become neces guage.
1C(l to the EndKh ?
London, feb. 24.
ALSO—various kinds of Fancy work such
the winter. The indigo plant retains its sary, which we have no doubt will be made
as Embroidery, Shell and Paper work
HerclU'.iitsatS11)v,.„1 The accounts from St. Petersburg are to summer verdure, and every thing presents the present season.
The letter also adds,—“ The Hill appro I ainting in Oil and Water Colours, working
stated that the r'the 30th ult- The news of the Duke of W'el- the appearance of June upon the banks of
'yctedto contiA J^ngton having orders to form a Ministry, the Mississippi.
priating thirty thousand dollars more for the on Lace and Muslin, &c. &c.
be sold at. Public Auction, on
1 erms of instruction from $4,00 to $6 00
Augusta Arsenal, has passed both Houses of
■bons till thy Ut'kni jhad reached St. Petersburgh, and had creau Wednesday, the 9th day of April,
Congress.”
Bath Iuq. J per quarter.
’
: c°iisul and Mer Led a B'rcat sensation.
Rapid Vegetation.—-Some English peas
Lord.
Every attention paid to the morals and the whole stock in trade of
?uld be on tiæiro??, French papers to the 21st inst, reached us
1 ne sale to commence at 9 o’clock A. M
Bowdoln College.—We have been fa manners of the pupils.
ll(l, the Dutch rni |b'y exPress- 'Fheir contents confirm all that planted by a gentleman near Darien, Georr ia,
h’?m day t0 day until aH is
oung Ladies from the country can be ac
the service iu k1’’^ been announced respecting the sudden on the 10th ot January, which had been're-’ vored with a “ Catalogue of the officers and
J.nvoice of tbe Stock exceeds six
’ warned them to Change in the policy and conduct of the Porte ; cently brought from Liverpool in a British students of Bowdoin College and the Medical commodated with board,.in genteel families tuL '
thousand dollars, and consists cf
at a very low price.
excellent Police1)tthe banishment -of British, French, and Rus brig. On the 27th of February, a peck of
Kennebunk, March 31, 1828.
ât S. and themet r-*lan objects, and the appeal to the religious fine green peas were presented to the can- School of Maine,” by which we learn that
English, French and American
tain
of
the
brig,
which
were
raised
from
the
ty- The CamlJ?1^ ianaticism of the people. These measures same seed.
the total number of Students, at this institu
A frigate remain riad been a8rëed on immediately after the
tion is 18-8—viz. Medical Students, 92 ; Sen
1 of war was com‘ ■ at^e
Navarin, but had been suspended in
A Jackson Sign.—It appears that such | °rs
Jtuuiors30; Sophomores 24; Freshf Prince Wrei k Al'onsec^uenGe
tbe actlve négociations which
LACK and Colored Broad Cloths,
men 22.
'
™
........AMONG WHICH ARE.......
entered
'aSiiollowed tbat event- They have now been has been the waste of time* in Congress in ‘n<?n
Sattinetts, Cassimeres,
Broadcloths; Cassimeres; Flannels;
not
passing
the
appropriation
bills,
1
that
a
bill
gnor !
Adopted, we are told, ‘on account of the de5-4 & 5-8 Bombazine,
Blankets
; Bookings;
HWLMEAL, •
ieatic towns W >arture of the Ambassadors from Constanti- drawn by Connmodore Biddle, now at sea for
Linen and Cotton Drillings,
Habit and Pelisse Cloths ; Bombazetts ;
5000
dollars,
could
not
be
paid,
and
that
a
■aty With Br-Wii i JiilOPle-’ In vain did the Ministers of the
Cotton Flannels, Merino Cassinetts
Hombazmes ; Casinetts ; Calicoes ;
be received at k tlîeutral Powers interfere ; even the Austri- vessel of war was detained from sailin?- late
4-4 Insh Linens, Brown and Black do.
furnitures ; Dimoties ; Muslins*
ly,
for
want
of
45,000
dollars
.'
—
And
the
in their v )PEin Internuncio was cavalierly-told ‘that the
White and Col’d Cambricks,
Silk and Cotton Hdkfs.; Linens ;
Emitted to JAseM01’te would have it so.’ The anger of the Jacksonians say they have a decided majori
Corded and Fancy Muslins,
A great variety of Ribbons ; Bobinet Laces;
include vA ■ Multan extended itself to the Musselmen ; for ty in Congress.—De ¿aware Journal.
Valencia Shawls and Mantles, Silk do.
VV ousted and Cotton Hosiery ;
of Wmp lcaiW- was said that Tahir Pacha, who had fought
llr?Sade ^°* Navarino Bonnets, do. Cravats, Cassimere, Merino and Imitation Shawls ;
!>bed ou sSar ’ Nava™’lud bcen behead.d.
Oysters.—The Norfolk Herald lately told
v\ hite Slate and Black Hosiery,
ALSO—a good assortment of gZlsJgS be
a story of an oyster which had caught a mouse
English Silk Gloves, Kid do.
if of which wash6 '
Rrom the London Times, Feb. 24.
sides a great many fancy articles too numer
Scotch
Ginghams,
Fancy
Silk
Vestings,
ous
to mention.
Palace, which hitP°rte seems resolved to fulfil its des- by closing its shell upon the animal’s tail.
MARRIED—In Biddeford, 27th ult. by
g in London forand rnsh into war- A proclamation Georgia is said to furnish oysters even more Rev. Mr. Tracy, Mr. Gardiner Edgecomb, Worsted do. Gingham Umbrellas, Silk do.
DOMESTIC GOODS.
fancy Silk Hdkfs. Barrage and Gauze do.
King, and atanextei^e tbat
Starch 1820, has been issued by courageous ; rackoons, or as'they are called in of Hollis, to Miss Mary Gillpatrick,<of B.
Viz. Shirtings; Sheetings; Ginghams;
Black
and
Col
’
d
Sewing
Silk,
lounced as dim
Sultan» declaring Islamism in danger, and that part of the country, ’coons, being some
In this town, 3d inst. by G. W. Came, Esq.
Factory Warp.
factory
War
lefonnities and "allinS on all Muss>ulmen to arms. The de- times seized by the nose, toe, or tail, and Mr. Benjamin Robinson, to Miss Sally Elliot. Garniture and Cap Ribbons,
Morocco and Prunello SHOES ; HATS, &c‘
held until the tide comes up and drowns
Fig
’
d
and
Plain
Velvet
Belting
Silk
do.
loud call i« n ons of bloodshed have not- been evoked in them.
In Limington, 18th ult. Mr. Abner Rich
Calicoes from 9d to 2s Yd, Sheetings,
A LARGE LOT OF
e person whnAk?Ciain : the hoi’setails hâve been loosed to the
ardson, to Miss Olive Lewis.
he arch tee ’Î* «nd, and 100,000 Asiatics are stated to be in
Shirtings and Tickings.
Crockery,
Glass, Hard and HolrtinueXTÊÎ11 ma,;ch t0 E,U,'.0Pe a The
Egypt,
The-above Fresh Goods are offered for
Thomas Hubbard, of Anson county, N. C.
OBITUARI?
low
WARE.
Sale by
WILLIAM JEFFERDS.
onsumnticn k P,le most Powertul feudatory of the Sultan, has been taken by a state warrant for steal
A general assortment of
Kennebunk-port, April 5, X828.
> than the
been summoned to give all his aid to the ing several bales' of cotton, plated on the
so g-nat in n ’^^“presensative of the prophet. But Mehemet outside of that of the first quality.
W. I. GOODS and GROCERIES, ^c.
S
Ploporte»lS)ji will not be suffered to float his swarthy
N. L. 1 he aboVe Goods will positively l>o
>•
, ands to Greece, or Southern Turkey ; if his
A piece of red oak timber, put down in
sold*without reserve.
k-i d Ksc?Vere/“Brabs mingle in the combat they must cross laying the foundation of a saw mill erected
York ss HSn^^DN on Execution and will
terms liberal and made known at the
Jff be sold at Public Auction, Lt
p iv> ’!ce^^e desert, and march the whole extent of by the French about 70 years ago, when they
sale.
nate la ely aiwjilyria and Asia Minor.
the
Store
of
J
ohn
S
torer
,
in
Sanford,
on
Sat

held Fort Schlosser, has lately been dug up
PORTER,
? Auctionurday, the 3d day of May next,at three of the
Constantinople is one ' ast camp ; Immense and was found to retain its flavor as perfectly
HENRY KINGSBURY. < eers.
—iains have been forged to protect the en- as when green.
DIED—In Kennebunk Port, 30th ult. Mr clock in the afternoon, all the right in Equi
Kennebunk,
March
22,1828.
ty which Ephraim Batchelder has to redeem
FZWA/^ance ot the Dardanelles—the whole naval
Jacob Burnham, aged about 80 years.
sh Governmentbri^rength of Turkey guards the Bosphorus,
In Buxton, 23d ult. Mr. Ephraim Wood the following described Real Estate, situated
in Sanford, bounded as follows, to wit; be
t Gloucester on
warlike preparations resound on every
man, aged 64.
DOMESTIC CARPETING.
x. bringing the Engine. _ Mahmoud has dared as yet no act of
We have lately noticed some pieces of Do
In Philadelphia (Hospital) in March last, ginning'at the Iron works Pond, so called rpHE Store now occupied by WILLIAM
b- H.)
Ostility ; he seems resolved not to strike the* mestic Carpeting, from the Great Falls, (N. Mr. John Marshall, aged 25 years, son of and in the line of Stephen Gowen’s land and
LORD, will be to let after the sale
san we have retei^st blow.; butlistsofproscriptionhaveissu- H.) Factory at the store of Mr. Joseph Har Capt. Thomas Marshall, of Kennebunk-Port. runs thence Northeasterly bv said Gowen’s
Advertised on the 9th of APRIL.—The pub
iarch 22, and Bering, which include 1500 French, British and rod.—The texture of the article appears to
In Eliot, Mr. William Smith, aged 75—a land to the eastern head line of the origina lic are also informed the sale will be perfect
lots, thence Southeasterly thirty rods, thence
ussian subjects. The charge d’affaires of be firmer than those of foreign Manufactory Revolutionary pensioner.
southwesterly to the Pond aforesaid, thence ly free and without the least reserve.
: Paper, of the SSdufcf.e neutral powers, protested against this ty- of equal prices. The materials of the fabric
Ayr
,
WILLIAM LORD.
by said Pond thirty rods to the place be
ed, since the.arriva]d!>Rny» but in vain. It is a question, howev- are equally fine, and the colours as bright as
March 29, 1828.
gun at ; with the buildings thereon standing.
land, an l we unde»;’» whether the lives of the Europeans would those of foreign production of similar quality.
Said premises are under the incumbrance of
tters, that Sir
safe on the arrival of the Asiatic horde? Whether they will be as permanently dura
a Mortgage.
5trate) has beenapp«bose ruffian bands in 1820 spread murder ble is the only question connected with their
WILLIAM EMERY, Jun. U. Sheriff.
GENERAL of Iftid pillage along their whole line of march— utility to be proved. We understand, how
Sanford, March 13, 1828.
A. 5.
reside at Halifax, «ey massacred without mercy in Smyrna ever, they have borne the test of experiment
O be sold at Public VenNEWS
t of Government, atfd Constantinople, and it is therefore better remarkably well, and are pronounced by
due, on Saturday the 19tli
frton is appointed¿1at tbe subjects of the three Powers should judges to be as well coloured and as durable
day of April next, at one o’clock,
mada.
‘
; deported, than to remain at the risk of as any of equal quality imported.—Port. Gaz.
P. M. on the premises, (if not pre
_______________butchered in cold bFood. Russia is not
WTNITARIAN TR ACT,/ No. 16, “ On viously sold at Private Sale) a convenient
KENNEBUNK, APRIL 5.
FT__________________ to these proceedings. WittgenU
some
corruptions
of
Scripture,
”
—
Price
two
story
dwelling
house, situate in York, and
FIRE.
&.M ««ilvifein is concentrating his force, and the PoSaco, March 30—Ar. schs. Factor, Gray, 5 cents.—No. 17, “ On Tests of true Relig but a few rods from the Court house and
About
eleven
o
’
clock
on
Wcffnesdav
night
Wti army, the elite of the Russian troops, is
Meeting house, and is the same house lately
last, a large building near the grist mill, in Boston; Leander, Baker Derthrs; Hope & ion”—xP rice 4 cents.
ST. AUGUSTINE,® march to the Pruth.
owned and occupied by Madam Lyman, rel
The Unitarian Advocate, for April,
this village, occupied as a turning shop, lath Phoebe,Harding, do.—-April 1st, sch. Spar
jeu. Geddes, Key %
Just received at
ict ot the late Rev. Isaac Lyman ; together
mill, and by three or four carpenters and oth row. Rich, Baltimore ; sip. Edna, Rav, Nan
13 Africans, in erf
with a barn and necessary house, two horse
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
er mechanics, containing a very large tucket,—Sailed, 27th, sip. Martha, Patter
ing the same which™
BRAZIL,
April
4,
1828.
chesnut trees and four Poplar trees in front
from the wreck of fe Ad vices to the 3d February have been re amount of tools, machinery, articles manu- son, Marblehead ; 29th schs. America, Ben
yaidand a Garden Spot. The lot on which
ived by the editors of the Baltimore Amer- factr’. ed of wood finished and unfinished, sea son, Boston ; Gleaner, Crosby, do.
BRITISH
said house stands, containing one quarter of
;y West, Mexicanbsin. Accounts written and verbal all con? soned lumber, &c. See. was discovered to be
Ar at Baltimore, 27th, Sarah & Priscilla,
an
acre of leased land, the lease runs for
on
fire
in
the
upper
story.
Owing
to
the
ve

Mayagüez. In the bay, Volant, of Kenne
iwkins, commander, ir in the opinion that there was not the most
the term of five hundred years from the first
ry
combustible
nature
of
its
contents,
the
fire
bunk,
for
New
Orleans.
ly the privateer Pancfetant prospect of peace between Buenos
day of April, 1787, and is subject to the rent
Ar. at New-York, 27th ult. brig Carrol, For cleansing, whitening, and preserving of nve dollars per annum.
go, which was cap(»yres and Brazil, neither party being willing burnt through the roof and sides before the
Matanzas.-^i’h'e bij surrender its claims to an inch of the ter engines coidd be brought to play upon it. Burnham, of this port. Mobile ; sch. Henry,
the TEETH and GUMS.
I he house is in pretty good repair, is
shot away, and wasofcory in dispute. We are gratified to learn Notwithstanding these unfavorable circum Emery, Saco.
F|^HE BRITISH ANTICEPTIC DEN pleasantly situated, and is an excellent stand
Ar. at New-York, 1st, sch. William, Pope,
collector orderedthei! the same concurrent testimony, that the stances, through the persevering activity of
TIFRICE, which the present propri fora trader or mechanic. On the premises
f* port, and theonhitremely vexatious and illegal measure of the firemen and citizens, for nearlv two Charleston.
etor wishes most particularly to recommend is a well of never failing water, and some val
Ar. at Baltimore, 28th ult. sch. William, to the attention of the public, is perfectly ex uable fruit trees. Terms and conditions of
:h, the prize wasfaFzh, hi requiring all vessels arriving at the hours the fire was subdued, and its ravages
’ order of thecolleclÎH of Montevideo, to give'bonds to the confined to the upper or third story, and the Storer, York.
empt from all those acids which in general sale which are liberal, will be made known
put on board. TheE)°unt of vessel and cargo that they would two lower stories were saved. The water . Cid.at Providence, 1st inst. ship Constitu form the basis of tooth powders now in com at the opening of the vendue.
wheels
and
much
valuable
machinery
and
tion, Davis, New-Orleans.
age sustained in henÿ enter a Buenos Ay rean port,—had been
mon use, and which, although they may whit
JOSIAH GILMAN,
“
----- - was
preserved. About
$2500
Ar. at. Holmes’ Hole, 81st ult. sch. Packet, en the teeth for a short time must inevitably
ed to sea on the9thiiB!.otested against in such strong and decided stock were also preserved.
Attorneyfor the Owner.
the
building
and
the
property
of
oon andtheRevenô^nis> both by Commodore Biddle at Mon- its various occupants, at the office^of the zEt- Williams, New-York, for Saco; Olive destroy the Enamel by their deleterious ac
\ ork, March 24,1828.
•nerallv consideredtb’hleo, and Mr. Wright, our Consul at Rio, na Insurance Company, Hartford, Conn Jioss Branch, do. for this port.
tion on this beautiful covering of the teeth.
ssels in the West IiM the Emperor had consented to di scon
lord
At Mayagüez, March 8, Agenoria, Emery, 1'he consequence is that the Enamel, which
is
estimated
at
about
$1500.^Gard.
Chron.
given and received'l®lUe î and an order bad bee n accordingly
is the shield provided by nature to protect
N. York. 10.
1 officers of these
to the admiral at Montevideo, auAt Ponce, 8th ult. brig Richmond Packet, the spongy and nervous internal structure, is
1 which took place,aPrls’nS the departure of vessels from that
Farmers’ and Mechanics* Journal.—The Frazier, of this port, for Boston, in 8 or 10 ds.; rapidly corroded by these acid ingredients,
'èt under way in tlie!srt» uPon an endorsement of their papers 2d and 3d No’s of this work will be issued in sch. Arcade, of Biddeford, for Boston, do.
become more discolored than ever and ex
and sailed round rfy*—R°s- Eat.
a day or two—and the fourth in about two
At St. Jago Cuba, 10th ult. brig Pomona, poses the inner portion of the tooth to
and
a rapid and certain decay. By the use
weeks.
1
be
numbers
will
hereafter
be
pub

50© “
“
rye.
he harbor, making ait
Bettis, of and from this port, unc.
of the British Anticeptic Dentifrice every
lished regularly, in the latter part of each
es: the Marion caœMON I'EVIDEO AND VERA CRUZ.
400 Barrels FLOUR, from 3 to 6 dollars
vessels spoken.
morning, with a brush moderately hard and per barrel.
Brig Celeno, Frazier, arrived at Baltimore month. Gentlemen holding subscription pa
19th ult.lat. 36 30, Ion. 63, the America, of
o truth in the Norfolbm Guayaquil 9th December, touched at pers and all who are disposed to patronize Portsmouth, 2daysfrom N.York for N. Or cold water, the accumulation of Tartar will
60 Bags of COFFEE.
not only be prevented but the teeth ren
10 Casks of Linseed OIL.
on at Aux Gayes, ontevideo on the 22d January and at Vera the work, would confer a favor on thQ editor leans.—Again in lat. 34.
dered beautifully and permanently white,
jY, f.iliruz on the 7th March. Capt. F. was on and publisher by sending in their names as
50
Barrels of TAR.
22d ult. off Cape Henry, Wpi. Pope, of and the gums restored to that freedom from
ard the U. S. ship Macedonian, where he early as possible.
^.,ALSO....
York,
from
Charleston,
for
Baltimore.
soreness, that hardness and efflorescence
Editors of papers favorably disposed to the
’
irnt that the Brazilian and Buenos Ayrean
40 Barrels of No. 1 and 2, Mackerel, if
March 3, laL. 43, Ion. 52, barque, Philetus,
bany Daily JdvertK'mïes in the province of Rio Grande were Journal, would promote its interests by giving Morrill, of Saco, 10 days from New-York, which are the sure tests of their healthy called for within ten days.
state, and the best guaranty of that natural
’OOR F0UNDLMar eacb otlier, and that a battle was hourly this notice an insertion in their several pa for Antwerp.
flagrance of the breath which can never be
es of a house, in thepected. Captain F-. brought no letters pers.—lb.
25th ult. lat. 32, Ion. 75, brig Leo, Gould, of expected in connection with foul teeth, and
k ritv were disturb Montevideo.
this port, from Mobile.
scorbutic, unhealty gums. <Price 50 cents a
ce, by’the piwingAj Guayaquil, Flour was
per barrel ;
lOOO Bushels of Potatoes, if
box.)
We find the following notice relative to
yard. On goingMd brandy and spirits of all kinds scarce and
delivered within ten days, in exchange for
*^*Prepared
from
the
original
Recipe
in
D
wrawed°^^^^
the- °ld Spaniards from the much talked of alteration in the Mail, Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk, MS. of the late Dr. W, T. Conway, by his goods.
Kennebunk-poft, March 29, 1828.
between New-York and this city, in the Na
immediate
Successor
and
the
sole
Propietor,
Me.
April
1st.
1828.
of wa‘er Itwassf the Mexican provinces had created a
Bos. Gaz.
T. Kidder, and sold wholesale by him at
A. B. C.
“owiorerthefe.«^ d«a' ot alarm and confusion and ajjen- tional Advocate of .Monday
TO THE PUBLIC.
TWff BURBANK, Esq. Capt. Benjamin his Counting Room over No. 70, Court-street,
cs Ue
suspension of
Cruz,
Its rhopk
cheek was
was
gtinbusiness at Vera
offic^
g •
The Post Master of this City begs leave to FVJL« Bebber, Foss Burnham—Sally W. head of Hanover-street, near Concert Hall,
e squadron had addressed him a memorial -state that by information received from the Credeford, Ivory Chadborn,‘Bracy Curtis,jr. Boston, and retailed by his special appoint (JT^HE subscriber offers to let on reasonable
ment, (together with all the valuable Medi
~~~
¡citing his influence with the government General Post Office department, he has mis Daniel Credeford.
cines as prepared by the late Dr. Conway,) 57?T*Aen?lsa good and convenient BRICK
D. E. F.
Af AfW-^/^^bave the squadron equipped, manned, and construed the direction communicated to him,
XARD, situated about 150 rods from Kenne
Benjamin Downing?, Thomas Dürre], Eso. by
Maria, whose an'Wit out against the Spanish fleet, for the • in relation to the change in the Eastern Mail
bunk meeting house, and easy of access, hav
—
Mary
Elwell.
Liy, from t.ie Pacific "rpose of avengingthe capture of the Guer- which.has been promulgated, and that the
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk. ing every convenience for brick making.
G. H. I.
present land mail which closes at 8 A. M. will
oldest vessel now e#o, and the death of Captain Porter.
%*N.one are genuine unless signed T.
He also offers for sale a quantity of brick
Andrew
Goodwin,
Miss
Sophia
M.
Good

be
continued
until
special
instructions
to
al

; business. She «
--------------KIDDER, on the outside printed wrapper. wood at said yard which will be sold reason
win,
Widow
Mary
Getchel,
Care
of
Jacob
ter
it
are
received.
Second
extra
mails
April 5.
ably*
i this State,dining
New Orleans on the 28th of February
For sale a quantity of Bricks*—For further
and intendedforaMye were thirty-four vessels up for va lons for Boston and beyond, including New- Kimball, Betsey Greenough—Mrs. Lydia
Hampshire
and
Maine,
will
be
closed
at
2
Hellard,
Care
of
John
Brown,
D.
Hartwell
—
particulars enquire of
;ed by the venewqs pf tpæ q States, fifteen for Europe, two
P.
M.
and
despatches
by
the
Providence
Thomas
Jones,
Abner
Jones,
Moses
Jenkins
s town foramoiy* Mexico, six for the W. Indies, and eight
r
u . TIMOTHY WOLCOTT.
K. L. M.
Kennebunk, March 27,1828.
an she was trandei^aæ.boats for the interior. This maybe Steam Boats, at 3 P. M. every day, except
OFFERS FOR SALE,
Sunday,
or
as
often
as
the
Boats
shall
run.
Miss
Littlefield,
G.
&
1.
Lord,
Mrs.
Char

nan the present o#lsidered a pretty extensive commerce.
Rich’d, Phila-?_,
lotte Mendum, Hugh McCulloch, Esq. Hugh 2a V BBLS.
THEODORUS BAILEY, P. M.
delphia.S.F.
JFZ.OUB,
tedinlZSi. She»
------McCulloch & Co.
Old and Young Hyson, Sou-7
_
iges to Loadofi, ^There has been a meeting at Albany of a
N.
O.
P.
Q.
Oxford District.—A meeting of the
chong and Bohea
$ TSLA.S,
:1, onetctae Jna« n|)ero£mem|jers of the Legislature who
Mrs. Abigail Perkins, Care of James Per
N EXCELLENT MARE,
friends
of
the
National
Administration,
in
Loaf and Brown SUGARS, Sweet Oil
ind Islande, ano n
favoi. of the re-election of Mr. Adams ;
kins, Capt. Joseph Perkins.
seven years old, warrantChockolate, Bar Soap, Paints anl Oils.’
1. She has dotfik '[ they have published an af|(jress recom_ this District is notified to be held at Norway,
R. S. T.
ecl kind.
'Fogether with a general tssortrnent of
and the Cape 0 ^¿jingthe appointment of delegates to hold on Wednesday the 30th inst. for the purpose
Mrs. Betsey Smith, John Smith, Jun.—
—likewise—
s never met
pnvention in that city, on the 10th of J.me
Crockery, Hard and Hollow WARE.
Richard Thompson.
jortance tojustnp^t, to deliberate upon, and declare their of selecting a suitable candidate for District
U. V. W.
A
quantity
oj
CLOVER
SEED, HOES,
Skip
Chandlery
and
Sheet
Lead,
was insured. Sie ..wS in relation to the subject of the next I Elector.
David Varney, Lydia Witham—Charles
Kennebunk-Port, April 4, 1828.
DUNG-FORKS, SHOVELS, ^c. by
displayed the 5ffle(>sideDtial election.
W. Williams, Michael Wise, Esq. Charles
the port of boni O'■
Y. Journal of Commerce.
1
Jos. G. Moody.
We regret to learn (says the Boston Daily W. Williams.
deHveringher»«
.
------------------ 7
March
29.
B.
PALMER,
P,
M,
nil's, sheisstmasu' iate intelligence from Peru, conveys tbe Advertiser) that the Rev. Dr. Kirkland has
April 5.
ANTED a smart, active lad, as an
yet'deliver nW1110 »cession, that very unfavorable feelings resigned the office of President of Harvard
WALKER’S SERMON
apprentice at the Cabinet-making
¿t between the authorities of Peru and' University. The infirm state of his health,
0AEBESU SEESSe
Business.
ON THE
^o
Jlbmbia
;
and
at
no
distant
period,
a
very
MAKER
Garden
Seeds
warranted
of
—
ALSO
—
ir Andrews,
'<-7
k,. some months past,
,
has-probably led to
EXCLUSIVE SYSTEM.
nrltit'cf and w. <r Avril!
1 \ î 1 _ 1 for
,
,.,KqisWotIS nusunderstanding
vvul in oil
all probabil. ,
.
.
7 last year’s growth, for Sale by
An Apprentice at the House Joiner’s
For Sale at
s issued p’°l ‘ »ojJ arise between the two Governments.
| this determination.. He took an affectionate
JOHN LILLIE.
Business.
Enquire of the Printer
'1 on Tuesday.
.. ..................
JAMES K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
leaveRail.Gaz.of the students
Kennebunk, March 29, 1828.
March
29.
March 29.
i„ a quarto »“1

IMErs. Murray.
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Commissioners’ Notice. DOVER HOTEL,
JAMES L. ROSS
HE undersigned Commissioners appoint
WH ESPECTFULLY informs the inhabit- —f————1I 7
ed by the Judge of Probate for the
K
ants of Kennebunk and vicinity, and
T
JONAS C. MARCH
County of York, to receive and examine the
especially those who patronised him when in I within and for the County oj York, on the
business in this town ; that he has opened a
Shop in Saco, where he is now carrying on the

Tailoring Uusiness
>|2
EVENING PRAYER.
[By the Rev. Thomas Dale.]
SHOULD some seraph wing his flight
From the realms of cloudless light,
Earth and ocean soaring over,
Where would he delight to hover?
Not o’er halls of regal pride ;
Not o’er fields with carnage dyed,
Where, ’mid shouts of triumph breathing,
Fame the hero’s brow is wreathing ;

Not o’er cells of letter’d age,
Not o’er haunts of hoary sage ;
Not where youthful poet stealing,
Wooes the muse’s warm revealing;

Not o’er wood or shadowy vale
Where the lover tells his tale,
And the blush—love’s fondest token—
Speaks what words had never spoken ;
Not where music’s silver sound
Wakes the dormant echoes round,
And with charms as pure as tender,
Holds the heart in pleas’d surrender.
O’er the calm, sequester’d spot,
O’er the lone and lowly cot,
Where its little hands enwreathing,
Childhood’s guileless prayer is breathing ;

While the gentle mother nigh,
Points her daughter’s prayer on high.
To the God whose goodness gave her, To the God whose love shall save her ;
There, awhile the Son of Light
Would arrest his rapid flight ;
Thence would bear, to Heaven ascending,
Prayers with heart-felt praises blending.

Gladly would he soar above,
With the sacrifice of love ;
And thro’ Heaven’s expanded portal,
Bear it to the throne immortal !

in all its various branches, and has made ar
rangements to attend in Kennebunk on the
first and third Wednesdays in April, and the
first and third Wednesdays of every following
month, and would be happy to attend to all
favors in the line of his profession that his
friends may confer upon him.

first Tuesday in March,in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-eight.
afVORY T. HOVEY, executor of the estate of Ivory Hovey, late of South-Ber
wick, in said County, physician, deceased,
having presented his third account of admin
istration of the estate of said deceased, for
allowance:
ORDERED—That the said executor
give notice to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said Coun
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
to be held at York, in said County, on the
third Tuesday in April next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
they have, why the same should not be al
lowed.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
A true Cofiy—NTV^Tt,
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg'r.
March 8.

J. L. 'ROSS, by long experience
and practice, has acquired a thorough knowl
edge of his business and is able to furnish
those who may favor him with their custom,
with work in a style (to say the least) not
inferior to any done in the State—is not con
fined to Fashion more than to suit the custom
er—cuts garments out of smaller quantity
of Cloth than generally used, and work of
every description made in his Shop is war
ranted to fit, or returnable and cloth and
Ata Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
trimmings replaced.
within and for the County of York, on the
March 19,1828.
first Tuesday of March, in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-eight.
If’kN the petition of ALICE CLARK, administratrix of the estate of Jotham
Clark, lateof Wells, in said county, deceas
ed, representing that the personal estate of
1>Y thehhd. at the Kennedeceased is not sufficient to pay the just
JLIl bunk-Port Distillery, at said
debts which he owed at the time of his death
a low price, for sale by
by the sum of three hundred and nineteen
J. G. PERKINS.
dollars and thirty-nine cents, and praying for
March 18, 1828s
._____________
a license_to sell and convey so much of the
real estate of said deceased as may be neces?
AU
Alf AWAY
JLWJkY irom
from me sary for the payment of said debts and inci
J&vL the .subscriber, on the dental charges:
18th inst.my son John, about 17
ORDERED,—That the petitioner give
years of age, in company with notice theieof to the heirs of said deceased,
one Merrill Simpson, a lame and to all persons interested in said estate,
boy.—Stole one gun, one trap, by causing a copy of this order to be publish
and other articles not mention ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
ed. This is to forbid all mas Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
ters of vessels and all other people employ cessively, that they may appear at a Probate
ing John and likewise trusting or harboring Court to be holden at York, in said county,
him on my account as I shall pay no debts on the third'Tuesday in'April next, at ten
of his contracting after this date.
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
ABRAHAM HILL.
if any they have, why the prayer of said
Kennebunk-Port, March 18, 1828.
petition should not be granted.
JONAS CLARK, Judge ofsaid Court.
A true Copy—Attest)
WM. CUT TER ALLEN, jReg’r.
March 8.

Prime Retailing

MOLASSES,

New Molasses.
220
Priroe Re'

claims against the estate of

IVORY PER KIM'S,
late of Sanford, in said county, yeoman, de
ceased, represented insolvent, hereby give
notice to the Creditors of said estate, that
six months from the fifth day of February A
D. 1828, are allowed for bringing in their
claims and proving their debts. And that
the Commissioners will attend for the pur
poses aforesaid at the office of N. D. Apple
ton in Alfred, on the first Saturdays of April,
June and August next, from two to five o’clock
in the afternoon of said days, respectively.
NATHAN DANE APPLETON, ? ComSAMUEL ESTES.
5mis’rs.
Alfred, February 20, 1828.

Sheriff’s Sale.

ESPECTFULLY informs his 'frjL
and the public that he is still the keen,
er of the Public House in Dover,
known by the name of the DOVER Hg.
'TEL, where no exertions will be spaftdij
merit a continuance of the public patron?,j
The following Stages arrive at, and'dqjM
from his house: —

VOL -

»m1

The Accommodation Stage
JA!
To Boston and Lowell, by way of xewc i opposn
rypert, leaves the Dover Hotel’on
Wednesday and Friday, at 7 A.M,
'
rives in Lowell at 5 P. M. and at Bestonatfi
P. M. Returning, leaves Boston and Lot Act in aJ
on Tuesday, '1 hursday and Saturday ath ^gthegei'
' M. and arrives at Dover at 7 P. M.; pas?
thro’Durham, Newmarket, Exeter, A®fi ufactur«1?
bury, Newburyport, Ipswich and Salem,

The Mail Stage -

To Boston, by way of Newburyport W jrst section
the Dover Hotel, Monday, Wednesday art ^fillingihe.
Friday at 9 A. M. and intersects the Qrejt jlanafacturn
Mail Stage from Portland to Boston. Retui^ member
ing, leaves Newburyport Tuesday, T]w’ ■levent be Pel
. day and Saturday after the arrival of th stich corpora
Mail Stage from Boston, and arrives at Dover
at 12 o’clock noon ; passes through Durhau
Newmarket, Exeter, Amesbury, Newbmy betheduty(
^tioiionce e
port, Ipswich and Salem.
jomeiieW3
The Accommodation Stage
Corporation
To Boston and Lowell, by way of Haver, newspaper ij
hill, leaves the Dover Hotel on Tuesday* someneivspa
Thursday and Saturday at 7 A. M, andai- amount of al
rives at Lowell at 5 P. M. and at Bostonati k such Cor]
P. M. Returning, leaves Boston and Lowfi] capital stocK
at 8 A. M. and arrives at Dover at 7 P,M • shallnegj^
passes through Durham, Newmarket, Er' lion, or shall
CopavtnevsYnp Formed.
ter, Kingston, Haverhill, Andover and Read- went, he sir
WOULD inform my customers that I ing.
hsuin not ex
have taken JOSEPH GILPATRICK,
The Accommodation Stage hfliprisonmer
in copartnership with me in the Blacksmith To Portland, by way of Kennebunk,lea^ months,
business, and we shall carry it on in its va the Dover Hotel every day (except Snndaj Sect. 3. >
rious branches at my old stand under the at 8 A. M. and arrives at Portland at 5 P.xJketors or ot
firm of
leaves Portland every day (except Sundav.i shall makeP
and arrives at Dover at 5 P. M.; pas^any part th6’
through S. Berwick, Berwick, Wells, Kennt.’crdebts belc
Edge tools of all kinds can be had at whole bunk and Saco.
k the debts
sale or retail for cash, barter or approved
The Accommodation Stage faendsof'
credit.
JOHN EMERY,
To Portland, by way of Alfred, leaves¿apital Stoc
JOSEPH GILPATRICK.
Dover Hotel on Tuesday, 'Thursday and Meer or me
LL persons having unsettled accounts urday at 8 A. M. and arrives at PortlandatiLhallbeconv
with the subscriber, are requested to P. M. Returning, leaves Portland at 8 A. Mkiolation of a
call and settle the same ; as payments will
, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and adfae fined a su
be made easy no excuse for neglect will be rives at Dover at 5 P. M.; passes through Wars, or in
taken.
JOHN EMERY.
Berwick, Berwick, Alfred, Buxton and fefcgtwelve n:
Kennebunk, Feb. 20th, 1828.
ham.
C member

v
HTJAKEN on Execution and will
York, ss. |
be sold at Public Auction,
on Wednesday, the 16th day of April next, at
three o’clock’in the afternoon, at the Post
Office in South Berwick—AB the right in
equity which Jacob Hooper, of Berwick, in
said county, has to redeem a certain tract of
land with the buildings thereon, situated in
said Berwick and adjoining land of George
Frost and others and is the same on which
said Jacob Hooper now lives, and is under the
incumbrance of a Mortgage to Benjamin Na
son and others of South Berwick.
Conditions to be made known at the time
and place of Sale.
'
RICHARD SHAPLEIGH, Dep. Sheriff.
Berwick, March 7, 1828.

I

A

THE FAMILY OF LESSEVILLE..
There is no family I believe of which the
titles of nobility have had a motive as inter
BfiOEi ASSES,
esting to the hearts, of good Frenchmen, as
for sale by the subscriber.
KEN on Executions and
that of Le Clere de Lesseville.
The Dover, Sandwich, and
..„ALSO....
York, ss
In 1590 at the moment when Henry the
will be sold at Public AucH. Stage
' Corporation
fourth was preparing to give the celebrated Eime, Sai ¿Evatus Sc Rum. tion,
of May next,
tlVlly on
VHX Saturday
uatuiutij the third
VIXIBWi*. day X,*
Leaves the Dover Hotel on Wednesday] Sect. 4. B
battle of Ivy, in Normandy, the five battai
at one of the clock in the afternoon, at the
HE Subscriber, intending to make an 7 A. M. and arrives at Sandwich at 7 P.jJl, I Agent or otl
J. F. CURTIS.
lions of Swiss, who formed the most consid
Store now occupied by David Hall, in Alfred,
addition to his present business the leaves Sandwich on Thursday at 5 A.
having chars
SaCo, March J, 1828.
erable part of his troops, threatened to pass
all the right imequity
in equity which Ezekiel Worm
coming season, wishes all persons, he repeats
arrives at Dover at. 6 P. M.; leavesD(JoLby °®ce
over to the enemy if they were not paid imme
wood, has to redeem the tatm on which he all indebted to him, to pay the demands he on Friday at 7 A. M. and arrives at Sandwidt against the s
diately the arrearges which were due to them.
now lives, situated in Sanford, in said County, has against them in the course of 60 days.
7 P. M.; leaves Sandwich on Saturday;such writ, tl
The king who had no money, was in the
and bounded as follows, viz. Easterly by land If this requisition is not complied with, ma at
greatest perplexity, when Sully told him,
occupied by Nathaniel Linscott,
Linscott,^Southerly
Southerly ny, if not all his. demands will be put in suit. morning at 5 A. M. and arrives at Plymoid'Clerk and tc
at 12 noon, and arrives at Sandwich atfiP-’tiona schedi
JOHN LILLIE.
that there lived at a little distance from
by Mousum
Westerly by Christiana 7
Mi.............river,
j
M. ; leaves Sandwich on Monday at 6A.}AorPi)rat'on’
there, an excellent woman, the widow of a
Taylor’s land, and land formerly owned by
March 8, 1828.
and arrives at Dover at 6 P. M.—PassesUvaI'l ofothe
riHHE Subscriber offers to Sell Theodore Tripp, Westerly by the road lead
tanner, very rich with whom he had lodged,
Great Falls Factory, through Rocheste te in such
jL
or Let, a farm formerly ing from Sanford
and whom he believed he knew well enough,
Sanforcl Corner, to Linscott-Mill
Farmington Dock, Chesnut Hills, Midfei^officer or
owned by OBADIAH LIT FLE- so called with the buildings thereon, it being
not to doubt that she was ready to make a
Corner, New Durham, Alton, Wolfborou^ satisfy such
FIELD, situated about four miles the same farm said Wormwood purchased ___
sacrifice in his cause of all her fortune, which
dente
sue'
i’**'of£6nr
"HNHE subscriber having contracted with Tuftonborough, Moulton borough, SandJr
was in ready money.— ‘ Very well, let us go from tins Village.—Containing about one of John Conant and David Hall and Alvah FH1
thereof to tl
See. to Plymouth.
there, (answered Henry)—but I do not wish hundred Acres of land, with a dwelling house Conant, the same being subject to a mort- _ the Overseers of the Poor for the town
.Aadil
and barn on the same.—Terms will be-favor- gage deed to DavidHall, for the sum of one of Wells, for the support of all the Paupers
to be known, and do not name me.”
The Dover and Portsmouth Accomwh ^necessariP
They departed with but a small suite, left able and possession given immediately.’
hundred and thirty three dollars and twelve belonging to said town for the current year ;
«ith the pre
he therefore hereby forbids all persons har
tion Stage
their people at a distance, and both entered
JÉSSE VARNEY.
cents^ dated April the 30th, 1827.
boring or trusting any of said Paupers on his
Leaves the Dover Hotel every mornii conviction tl
the house of the widow Le Clere, who on see
SAMUEL TRAFTON, Dep. Sheriff.
Kennebunk, March 15,1828.
account, (excepting those persons with whom (except Sunday) at half past 7, and arrive ing
.- four tim
ing; them, ran to Sully, and asked him with
Alfred, March 14th, 1828.
he has made special agreements to support at Portsmouth at half past 9. Return^
the most lively impatience for news of his
ing
any of said Paupers) asl shall pay no bills of leaves Portsmouth every afternoon (exetp twelve i
good king.—Alas!” said he,“ this good king
the like kind after this date.
Sunday) at 5 and arrives at Dover at 7, ' Sect. 5. B
is very unfortunate. Obliged to give a battle,
¡any suits or
JOSIAS
LITTLEFIELD.
on which depends the fate of his crown, he
To SeW, or "Let.
Vnnv c« TglAKEN on executions all the
The
S.
Berwick,
Dover
and
will be infallibly vanquished because he has
Right -n Equity> whk)1
hares, Nos.2q, 21,22,23,23-, 39, and YORK, SS. J
ions of this j
P. S» All persons are. forbid
not money, and the Swiss, who are his prin
Mail Stage
67 in the KENNEBUNK SOCIAL Charles Nesbitt, of Lebanon, in the county of harboring or trusting Martha Buzzell, wife
Llerk, w'ti
or ot
cipal force, declare they will turn their arms
Leaves
S.
Berwick
every
morningatit
„ch
LIBRARY”, to sell or let for one year or
York, Yeoman, has to redeem the farm on of Theodore Buzzell,on account of the above clock and arrives at Dover at 7; leavesDU,V .,
against him if he does not pay what he owes.” more. Apply to Daniel Remich, or
which he now resides, situate in said Leba subscriber, as no expenses or bill of her con ver at Half past 9 and arrives at Portsmoii
And how much does he owe them ?” “ A
BARNABAS PALMER.
mg given cr
sc
non, containing one hundred and sixty acres, tracting will be paid.
very considerable sum. Two hundred thou
at 11 ; leaves Portsmouth after the arrival! prosecution
March 14.
be
it
more
or
less
;
bounded
by
lands
of
Wells,
Nov.
24,
1827.
ly.
the Great Mail from Boston and arrives! person, sha
sand francs.”
Moses Ricker, Samuel Jackson, Hugh Ross,
“ What, is it no more than that ? Ah how
Dover at 1P. M . and atS. Berwick at 2. II shall be liar
Jun. and others, with the buildings thereon—
happy I am !” She opened precipitately a
Î num i h tst
>
and the said Nesbitt’s right to redeem said
The Dover and Great Falls Accommk R^bment
closet and threw with vivacity some sacks
znave oeen c
S an Apprentice to the BAKING bu farm, will be sold at public vendue at the
of gold and silver on the ground.” “ There
greeably to the provisions of the
twn Stage
.(Approved
siness, an active, industrious lad, 15 ol dwelling bouse of Samuel Pray, Esq. in said
they are. the two hundred thousand francs—
Resolve of the State of Maine, making , Leaves the Dover Hotel every eveningft!
Lebanon, on Saturday, the nineteenth day
iò years of age, one from the Country would
it is all my fortune—but it is the best use I
annropriations for Public Buildings for the.
cept Sunday) after the arrival of the Port an ACT
of April next at two o’clock afternoon.
can make of it. Carry that to our good king, be preferred.
use of the State, the following TOWNSHIPS mouth and Boston Stages, and arrives Agencies
Agencies
Conditions made known at the sale.
BEN J. F. MASON.
and tell him that the poor widow has again,
or
and parts of Townships of Land will be sold Great Falls at 8 P. M.; leaves Great Fat
CALEB EMERY, Deputy Sheriff.
Kennebunk-port, March 6th, 1828.
had a moment of happiness in her fife. At
by Public Auction to the highest bidder,sub every morning (except Sunday) at 6 A.I Sect, 1.
March. 12, 1828.
these words Henry, who could no longerreject to the reservation of 1000 acres in each and arrives at Dover at 7. A Coach lewHouse
HoUse'0off E~
strain-his emotion threw his arms around her
qTownship for the future appropriation of the Dover Hotel on Sundays for Great Fa?
neck, made himself known, carried away
the Legislature to the use of such town, to wit. at 9,1 and 4 o’clock.
'
‘ ■shall, after
the money, promising never to forget so sig
LL. persons are forbid.har
Township No. 2, in the 2d range of Town
SN on execution and will ships north of the Bingham Kennebec Pur The Doverand Concord Awommod^ within this
nal a service, paid the Swiss ; was victori
boring or trusting my son, York,, ss..
be made oi
sold
at
P
ublic
A
uction
,
ous ; and scon after found himself seated
CHARLES HANSON,
Stage
chase and west of Moosehead Lake,
on account,
tranquilly on the throne of his ancestors. His
a minor, if they would avoid on Saturday, the 26th day of April next, at
Leaves the Dover Hotel on Monday,W
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